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Siemens. The future moving in.





The future moving in.

In this catalogue, discover iSensoric 
technology including our precision dosing 
washing machine, which produces 
outstanding wash results whilst saving  
litres of water a year, and our most energy 
efficient tumble dryer. We also present our 
latest range of award-winning dishwashers 
featuring the world’s first Zeolith® drying 
system; a technological innovation that sets 

new standards for performance and energy 
efficiency. Take a look at our stunning fridge 
freezers, fridges and outstanding freezers 
that never have to be defrosted, all 
combining to make your life easier, for  
your home. 

Stunning designs that your friends will envy, 
clean lines that coordinate with the rest of 

your living space and high quality materials 
come as standard with all Siemens 
appliances. Offering you the perfect balance 
between modern design and innovative 
technology, our appliances sit seamlessly 
together to help you lead a life less ordinary.

Introducing our freestanding range of sensor-controlled 
appliances with iSensoric technology. Fully coordinated,  
they are good looking on their own and fabulous together. 
Siemens appliances combine innovative and intelligent 
technology with energy efficiency and sleek, stylish design.



Home laundry 8-37
Washing machines
Tumble dryers
Washer dryers

Dishwashers 38-53
Full-size (60cm) 
Slimline (45cm)

Cooling 54-77
Upright fridges and freezers
Under counter fridges and freezers
Fridge freezers
American-style fridge freezers

Services 78-84
Customer service 
Greener products, cleaner planet
Contact us
Siemens online

Welcome 
home.
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Siemens presents: 
iSensoric.

Enrich your life with iSensoric technology: 
fully focus on what’s important to you, dive 
into a new adventure every day and discover 
each chance that life has to offer.

iSensoric is an innovative network of sensors 
built into each appliance. They interact with 
intelligent software to manage your home 
appliances automatically. And because it’s 
automatic, you don’t have to think about 
anything else – except for what to do with 
your day.

All of the appliances equipped with iSensoric 
are less dependent on your interaction in 
many ways. The revolutionary technology 
makes each household task even more 
convenient and provides you with the best 
possible results at the same time.

As well as perfect washing results, clean 
dishes and long-lasting freshness for 
your food, iSensoric delivers maximum 
efficiency to give you more time and 
leave your daily routine behind.

iSensoric: Sensor-

controlled performance 

for a new sense of 

freedom.

Intelligent sensors within our washing machines and dishwashers measure the cloudiness of the water to automatically adjust the programme.
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Control your appliances. 
Anytime, anywhere.
As innovation moves on, new possibilities arise. Thanks to Wi-Fi-enabled Siemens home  
appliances with Home Connect functionality, they make their way into your home and  
enrich your everyday life.

The combination of Wi-Fi-enabled appliances, intelligent software 
and the intuitive Home Connect App offers a wide range of exciting 
opportunities. Some, easing the workload – some, opening up 
completely new possibilities. Making your everyday life as efficient 

and comfortable as never before and allowing you to spend more 
time and attention on the things you really love to do. For a life less 
ordinary.

One interface for all appliances. Unique features, easing everyday life. Easily access customer support

Discover even more. 
 
To find out all about the exciting possibilities that Siemens home 
appliances with Home Connect have to offer, go to 
siemens-home.co.uk/home-connect

Washing Machines & Tumble Dryers. 
 
•  Remote monitoring provides you with an easy overview of 

your appliance’s current status – from wherever you are.

•  Intuitively select and remotely start programmes for your 
machine via the Home Connect App.

•  Push notifications inform you when the cycle is finished 
and for our i-Dos model, whenever the fill status of 
detergent or fabric softener is getting low.

Dishwashers. 
 
•  Remote controlling lets you select options, and start  

programs intuitively wherever you are.

•  With the Tab Counter, you get Push Notifications when-
ever the supply of dishwasher tablets needs to be refilled.

Fridge Freezers. 
 
•  Cameras in the fridge let you check the contents of your  

fridge from wherever you are, whenever you want.

•  Remote controlling allows you to intuitively select and  
activate the ideal setting for your refrigerator.

Coffee Centres. 
 
•  The coffeeWorld in your Home Connect App provides 

an additional variety of delicious coffee specialties from 
around the world.

•  The coffeePlaylist enables you to transfer the beverage 
wishes of all your guests remotely to the appliance 
at once - the coffee centre will then prepare one  
after another.

Ovens. 
 
•  Recipe World offers you a wide range of delicious recipes – 

choose your favourite and send the ideal settings directly 
to the oven.

•  Operate the oven intuitively from wherever you are, for 
instance to preheat it while you are on your way home.

Models shown: WMH4Y890GB washing machine WT4HY790GB tumble dryer, KG36NHI32 fridge freezer, SN678X26TE built-in dishwasher, CT636LES6 coffee centre, 
BI630CNS1B warming drawer and HM678G4S6B single oven. 
Home Connect is a service offered by Home Connect GmbH. To use Home Connect, you have to create a user account and register with Home Connect GmbH.

Your household  
in one app.
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Model shown: i-Dos washing machine WMH4Y890GB.

Washing 
machines
Smarter thinking, smarter clothes.
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The power of  
interacting sensors.

Siemens presents: 
iSensoric.

1  i-Dos

Automatic dosage of the detergent. The i-Dos 
system is the combination of all the sensors.  
It automatically determines the exact amount 
of liquid detergent needed for each laundry 
cycle, based on weight of the load and  
what programme is used. The built in drawer 
conveniently holds enough liquid detergent for 
around 20 washes, meaning you don’t have to 
measure and fill the container for every wash. 
Plus as the correct amount of detergent is used 
every time, clothes will receive the perfect wash.

2  Textile Guard 

Working with Nikwax, Textile Guard applies  
a waterproof treatment to breathable fabrics, 
prolonging the life of high quality functional 
clothing like winter jackets, fleeces and ski 
suits. Simply add the Nikwax treatment to  
your detergent drawer and select the Textile 
Guard option.

The unique quality 
that distinguishes the 
iSensoric technology 
is the connection of 
all the sensors. 

3  autoStain

autoStain removes the 16 most common stains. 
Each stain is different, whether it comes to 
tomatoes, grass or red wine! The autoStain 
system knows exactly how to handle these 
stains. The temperature sensor selects the 
right temperature for the molecular properties 
of the stain. The flow sensor and load sensor 
plus choose the right amount of water in order 
to remove the stain.

4  Outdoor Wear

Since outdoor wear is mostly made of synthetic 
fibre, the dirt stays on the surface and needs to 
be rinsed with lots of water. With iSensoric, the 
exact amount of water in relation to the load 
volume is monitored by the flow sensor and the 
load sensor plus, to only ever use the optimum 
amount. As most outdoor wear has welded 
seams, the temperature sensor also controls 
the heat level to avoid damage to the seam.

5  varioPerfect 

With varioPerfect you can determine the 
washing process depending on what is 
important to you; saving time or energy, 
without compromising on quality or cleanliness.

6  Auto Programmes 

With Auto programmes the amount of water, 
energy and the amount of detergent needed  
is tailored to the amount of laundry in the 
machine. The flow sensor accurately measures 
how much water is needed, while the load 
sensor plus measures how much and what  
kind of laundry is put into the drum. Each wash 
cycle will detect the necessary requirements, 
using the minimum consumption of water, 
energy and detergent, but always with a 
perfect washing result. Auto programmes – 
powered by iSensoric.

Get rid of odours such as cigarette smoke or 
kitchen smells – the sensoFresh Programme 
provides odour elimination in a short time, 
even for sensitive and non-washable textiles. 
Active oxygen neutralises smells in just 30 to 
45 minutes, depending on the intensity of  
the odour.

7 sensoFresh
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Hygiene
 
Hygiene

sensoFresh
Programm

sensoFresh uses the power of active oxygen.

The use of active oxygen marks the latest revolution in  
laundry care. The new iQ500 Washing Machines with the 
sensoFresh System provide the ideal solution to refresh 
almost any type of textile without using water or detergent. 

Whether it comes to odours or germs – active oxygen 
removes them easily and thoroughly, providing pleasantly 
fresh clothes and outstanding hygiene. Prepare yourself for a 
new level of convenience. For a life less ordinary.

There is much more to discover about the sensoFresh System, 
its benefits and technology. Everything you need to know, 
you’ll find at www.siemens-home.co.uk/sensofresh

The hygiene programme is particularly  
suitable for delicate textiles that cannot  
be washed in a high-temperature wash  
programme. Thanks to the use of active  
oxygen, the laundry is hygienically cleaned 
even at low temperatures down to 40°C.

The programme for cleaning the washing  
machine’s drum prevents the formation of 
odours inside the drum. Active oxygen  
prevents the accumulation of odour-causing 
bacteria effectively and ensures a hygienically 
clean machine.

Experience more.Beautiful memories are too precious to be compromised by 
bad smells. You can’t prevent your clothes from picking up 
odours when you’re enjoying the moment – but that’s no 
problem for sensoFresh. Thanks to the use of active oxygen, 
you can now remove odours quickly in your washing 

machine, without using water or detergent. Even for sensitive 
clothes or textiles that aren’t meant to be washed. Finally, 
you’re able to enjoy your life to the fullest – and your clothes 
will be refreshed for the following day.

Keep good memories,  
not bad smells.
Effective odour removal thanks to the sensoFresh programme.

Effective odour removal with active oxygen: 
The sensoFresh programme.

Get rid of odours such as kitchen smells 
without the use of water or detergent –  
the sensoFresh Programme provides odour  
elimination quickly, even for sensitive and 
non-washable textiles. Active oxygen  
neutralises smells in just 30 to 45 minutes, 
depending on the intensity of the odour.

Meets your highest hygiene standards:  
The drum clean programme.

Hygienically clean laundry even at low  
temperatures: The hygiene programme.

Discover the power of active oxygen in the revolutionary  
sensoFresh System. Powered by iSensoric.

 
Drum Clean
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Built-in detergent drawer holds enough detergent for around 20 washes.

1.  Set rotary selector to an “Automatic” 
programme

2. Load your washing and close the door

3. Press start and sit back

Just add laundry!

i-Dos

Saving you time, the i-Dos washing machine 
allows you to simply place your clothes in the 
drum, select your desired programme and 
relax. The i-Dos system uses a combination of 
all the sensors to automatically determine the 
exact amount of liquid detergent needed for 
each of your laundry cycles, depending on the 
weight of the load and what programme is 
used. With the built-in drawer conveniently 

The i-Dos system 
automatically 
determines how 
much detergent  
is needed for each  
of your wash loads, 
based on the weight 
of the laundry and 
programme used.

holding enough liquid detergent for around  
20 washes, not only does this mean you 
don’t have to measure and fill the container 
for every wash, but as the correct amount  
of liquid detergent is used every time, your 
clothes will receive the perfect wash whilst 
saving you precious time and around 11 litres 
in detergent per year.* The result, hassle-free 
laundry and perfectly clean clothes!

Removing tough stains 
without the need for 
specialist products or 
pre-washing.

stain removal
system

It happens to the best of us, a stain on your 
favourite dress or best shirt is part of life. 
However, we have a solution that is going  
to save you time and effort when it comes to 
removing stubborn stains, autoStain system 
(ASR, available on models WMH4Y890GB, 
WMH6Y790GB, WMH4Y790GB,  
WM16W590GB and WM14W590GB). So next 
time you need to remove last night’s wine 

from your shirt sleeve or a lipstick smudge  
on your favourite dress, look no further than 
your Siemens washing machine.

Whether it is red wine or coffee, dirt or grass, 
blood or even cosmetics, our autoStain 
removal system (ASR), automatically optimises 
the wash settings to remove individual stains 
from your laundry. The ASR system eradicates 
the need to pre-wash stained clothes and the 

Tough on stains,  
gentle on your washing.

Stain selection is made easy with the large  
TFT clearText display screen.

Keeping your life uncluttered, our specially designed autoStain removal 
system (ASR) takes the effort out of cleaning tough stains. Simply load 
your clothes in the machine, choose a wash programme, select one of 
the 16 stain treatments and let ASR do the rest. This saves you time and 
removes the need for specialist products or pre-washing.

use of special detergents, tackling up to 16 
different types of stain. The ASR system tailors 
the wash according to the nature of the stain, 
creating the perfect balance between the 
mechanical drum action, water level, wash 
time and temperature.

Saving you time and money on buying specialist 
products, those unforeseen accidents need not 
ruin your clothes anymore.

* Oko-Institute, Germany, 2007
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Just add laundry: i-Dos.

Saving you time, the i-Dos system 
automatically determines the exact amount 
of liquid detergent needed for each of your 
laundry cycles, depending on the weight of 
the load and what programme is used - for 
perfectly clean laundry with minimal use of 
resources.

When living a life less ordinary, there is no place for compromise. Discover the cutting-edge appearance and enjoy laundry care appliances 
that are exactly as expressive and individual as you are. Siemens avantgarde adds a touch of brilliance to your home – even for everyday 
tasks like washing and drying laundry. Enjoy outstanding design and exceptional convenience thanks to the inclined ergonomic control 
panel, intuitive multiTouch LED display, and an overall outstanding appearance. 

Drying without obstacles:  
selfCleaning Condenser.

selfCleaning Condenser prevents the dryer 
from becoming clogged with lint or fluff. 
The system cleans out the affected areas 
several times during the drying programme  
to keep the dryer’s performance high and its 
energy consumption low.

Do the laundry at your own speed: 
myTime.

Whether you’re in a rush or have plenty of 
time, you can choose how long your washing 
or drying takes with myTime. Choose to run 
the programme from between 20 to 60 
minutes, you decide. Now you can fit the 
laundry into your schedule without 
compromise.

Get in touch with every feature:  
multiTouch LED display.

The multiTouch LED display allows you  
to operate every feature of the washing  
machine and dryer intuitively, without having 
to press any buttons. What’s more, you can 
receive precise visual and acoustic feedback 
with different LEDs and sounds. 

Not built to meet expectations.  
But to exceed them.
Siemens avantgarde: The new laundry care  
appliances that keep up with your lifestyle.

Discover more.  
 
Find out how all the innovative features work and get detailed information about 
avantgarde by visiting the website:siemens-home.co.uk/avantgarde

Your personal washing and drying  
programme: myFavorite.

With the memory function myFavorite,  
you can start your favorite programme with  
one touch on the multiTouch LED display.  
myFavorite remembers your desired 
combination of programme and possible 
options so you don’t have to set it up again 
for the next wash or drying cycle.

 
multiTouch

selfCleaning
condenser

i-Dos

 
myTime

 
myFavorite

Models shown: WM14U640GB washing machine and WT47U640GB tumble dryer.
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Experience innovative eco-friendly washing with intelligent design built in. Experience outstanding design, energy efficiency and exceptional drying convenience. 

The i-Dos system automatically 
determines how much detergent 
is needed for each of your wash 
loads, based on the weight of the 
laundry and programme used.

i-Dos

Sensors in the drum continually 
monitor the residual moisture in 
the laundry. They detect when 
the load has reached the selected 
drying level so your laundry is 
afforded the utmost protection.

autoDry

varioPerfect allows the setting of 
certain washes to be changed 
determined on what is most 
important to you, time or energy.

varioPerfect

5 Years
Warranty

For complete peace of mind, 
all Siemens appliances come 
with a free 2 year warranty 
as standard. A free 5 year 
warranty is available on 
selected freestanding 
models, where indicated, 
which covers parts, labour 
and call-out charges.

5 Years
Warranty

For complete peace of mind, 
all Siemens appliances come 
with a free 2 year warranty 
as standard. A free 5 year 
warranty is available on 
selected freestanding 
models, where indicated, 
which covers parts, labour 
and call-out charges.

With Auto programmes the 
amount of water, energy and the 
amount of detergent needed is 
tailored to the amount of laundry 
in the machine. The flow sensor 
accurately measures how much 
water is needed, while the load 
sensor plus measures how much 
and what kind of laundry is put 
into the drum.

selfCleaning
condenser

A maintenance free machine for 
life. The automatic selfCleaning 
condenser system uses water 
collected during the drying 
cycle to clean the heat 
exchanger three to four times 
during every cycle.

The frictionless design of the 
iQdrive motor means no wear 
and tear, resulting in  
a quieter machine with an 
increased life span.

iQdrive

Introducing the avantgarde design line washing machine. This 
front-loading automatic washing machine features iSensoric 
technology, inclined multiTouch LED Display and intelligent 
i-Dos automatic dosing system to offer exceptional laundry 
care with every wash.

WM14U640GB
Energy

Take advantage of innovative features to effortlessly care for 
your laundry with avantgarde. This front-loading tumble dryer 
benefits from iSensoric technology, inclined multiTouch LED 
Display and selfCleaning condenser with heat pump to 
maintain maximum energy efficiency for life.

WT47U640GB
Energy

Key features

• Maximum spin speed: 1400 rpm
• Noise level washing: 47dB (A) re 1pW
• Noise level spinning: 71dB (A) re 1 pW
• 8 Special programmes: mixed fabrics, 

textile guard re-proofing programme, 
shirts/blouses, automatic soft, Duvet, 
drum clean with reminder, handwash/
wool, delicates

• Options: waterPlus, prewash, night 
wash, less ironing, extra rinse cycles, 
i-DOS 1, i-DOS 2, Memory, Soaking 10-
20-30 min, SpeedPerfect, EcoPerfect, 
start/reload

• Time delay 24 hours and time 
remaining indicator

• Dimensions (HxWxD): 85 x 60 x 62cm

Key features

• Noise level: 62dB (A) re 1pW
• 14 Special programmes: mixed fabrics ,wool 

drying in basket, outdoor, towels, blankets, 
pillows, timed programmme warm, cotton, easy-
care, hygiene, lingerie, Aerate, rapid 40, shirts

• Touch control buttons: low heat, buzzer, start/
pause, drying level, fine-tuning for drying 
level, child lock 3 sec., less ironing 60 mins, 
less ironing 120 mins, 24 hours time delay

• Sensitive drying: large softDry stainless steel 
drum system and revolution drying system

• Container for condensed water
• Child lock
• Dimensions (HxWxD): 84.2 x 59.7 x 64.4cm

Siemens avantgarde washing machine: Intelligent cleaning Siemens avantgarde tumble dryer: Perfectly delivered laundry

You can now choose how long 
your washing or drying takes 
with myTime. Choose to run the 
programme from between 20 to 
60 minutes, you decide.

 
myTime
 
myTime

Capacity    

9

varioPerfect

iQdrive

5 Years
Warranty

stain removal
system

TFT-Display

sensoFn resh
Program

i-Dos

More efficiency,
more performance

5 Years
Warranty

Heat
pump

selfCleaning
condenser

easyClean
filter

iQdriveTFT-Display

Standard
condenser

Capacity    

8
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For complete peace of mind, all Siemens 
appliances come with a free 2 year warranty 
as standard. A free 5 year warranty is 
available on selected freestanding models, 
where indicated, which covers parts, labour 
and call-out charges.

Consistent features across the 
iQ range of washing machines

 
iQdrive

  

The iQdrive.

Is the most economical, fastest, quietest and 
durable motor we have ever built, hence 
why it comes with a 10-year motor warranty 
and a 5-year parts and labour warranty. This 
specially designed motor at the heart of our 
machines is designed to last longer; meaning 
you’ll never be without clean laundry, as 
well as being extremely quiet, meaning you 
can enjoy a conversation without having to 
compete with your washing machine.

The iQdrive together with our silent 
antiVibration design, the circular design on  
the side of machine, gives you a fast, efficient 
laundry service that does not take centre stage.

Our entire range boast A+++ for energy

Siemens washing machines are extremely 
energy efficient, using as little as 0.13kWh/
kg, they are rated at the very top of the  
European Energy Efficiency Rating system. 
All Siemens washing machines automati-
cally adapt the wash time and the energy  
consumption to the amount of laundry  
in the machine.

iSensoric technology

Siemens iSensoric is the ground-breaking 
innovation in laundry care. An innovation 
that gives it a more than unique ability: 
thinking. It stands for automatically  
measuring, detecting, calculating and  
controlling every step of the washing  
process, so you can get on with your day.

Energy
reload
Function

Ever forgotten to put an item of clothing  
in the wash?

Have you ever started a wash only to  
realise you’ve left something out or  
included something you shouldn’t have?  
The reload function is the perfect solution  
for when your laundry is on the wrong side  
of the drum door. Simply hit the button to  
pause the cycle, the door will then open  
at the next available opportunity and you  
can add or remove your extra washing.  
Dirty clothes will rarely be missed from  
the wash again.

Helping to keep clothes crease free

Minimising your laundry tasks the Less  
Ironing option included on Siemens washing 
machines is going to free up your time. At the 
touch of a button Less Ironing can be added  
to your selected programme, ensuring the 
machine gently and evenly drains the water 
and reduces the spin speed, both helping to 
keep your clothes crease free, meaning a lot 
less ironing.

rapid15

What can you do in an hour?

Add the laundry to your list. Need a shirt 
cleaning an hour before you’re due to leave 
the house? Don’t panic! The rapid15 
programme will save the day. Designed for 
those of us with hectic lives this wash cycle 
will clean your clothes when you are in a 
hurry. rapid15 washes, rinses and spins 
laundry in just 15 minutes. Combined with  
the speedy 40 minute drying programme  
of our tumble dryers, rapid40 will have  
your favourite shirt ready by the evening.Keeping clothes multi-functional

What used to require a trip to the dry cleaners 
can now be done quickly and easily at home 
with the help of your washing machine. 
Working with Nikwax, Textile Guard applies  
a waterproof treatment to breathable fabrics, 
prolonging the life of high-quality functional 
clothing like winter jackets, fleeces and ski  
suits. Simply add the Nikwax treatment to  
your detergent drawer and select the Textile 
Guard option.

varioPerfect

Designed to work around your busy schedule.

Giving you the choice, varioPerfect allows  
the setting of certain washes to be changed 
determined on what is most important to  
you, time or energy. Decreasing a washing 
machines cycle time by up to 65%*. speedPerfect 
is ideal for getting through your laundry quickly 
without compromising on quality or cleanliness, 
whereas ecoPerfect lengthens the time of a cycle 
by reducing the machines energy consumption 
by up to 50%**.

5 Years
Warranty

*Cottons 40°C: Standard programme compared with speedPerfect option.
**EU label standard cottons 60°C programme with ecoPerfect option.
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Capacity    

9

Capacity    

8

WMH6Y790GB white 1600rpm spin speed WMH4Y790GB white 1400rpm spin speed

WM14W750GB white 1400rpm spin speed WM16W590GB white 1600rpm spin speed

WM14W590GB white 1400rpm spin speed

WM14N200GB white 1400rpm spin speed WM12N200GB white 1200rpm spin speed

Key features 

• Maximum spin speed: 1600 rpm
• Noise level washing: 47dB (A) re 1pW
• Noise level spinning: 73dB (A) re 1pW
• 15 programmes: down,  

easy care dark, curtains, textile guard 
re-proofing programme, shirts/ 
blouses, mixed fabrics, automatic, 
automatic soft, hygiene, rapid 15 
minute quick wash, drum clean with 
reminder, handwash/wool, delicates

• Options: waterPlus, prewash, night 
wash, less ironing, extra rinse cycles, 
rinse hold

• Time delay 24 hours and time 
remaining indicator

• Dimensions (HxWxD): 85 x 60 x 59cm

Washing machines Washing machines

Washing machines (continued) Washing machines

Washing machines (continued) Washing machines 

Energy

Energy efficiency class A+++ All Siemens 
washing machines automatically adapt the wash 
time and energy consumption to the amount of 
laundry in the machine.

More efficiency,
more performance

Siemens ecoPlus award To help you spot  
the real energy-saving champions, the  
most efficient appliances in our range carry  
a Siemens ecoPlus award logo. 
 
 
 
 
 air

Condensation
technology     

 

airCondensation uses no additional water  
in the drying process, making it an extremely 
energy-efficient appliance. This translates  
into cheaper energy bills, saving resources.

anti-vibration
Design  

antiVibration Having antiVibration technology 
built-in to the design of the machine makes  
the appliance more stable, which in turn makes  
it quieter. 
 
autoLoad Plus Ensures that the correct amount of 
detergent is used depending on the weight of 
washing and the maximum weight allowance for 
certain programmes. 
 
Foam detection system Detects if too much 
foam has been created during a wash, if so,  
it will adjust the drum movement and add an 
extra rinse cycle if necessary. 
 
Drum clean An automatic alert after 20 washes to 
run the Drum Clean programme on a 90° or 60° 
wash keeps the appliance clean and odour free. 
 
Consumption value indicator See which 
programmes use less energy and water with the 
consumption value indicator.  
 
 
 
 

stain removal
system  

 
autoStain removal system The autoStain 
removal system eradicates the need to pre-wash 
stained clothes or use specialist detergent.

hydroSafe

hydroSafe ensures you never have to deal  
with the inconvenience of a leaking connection. 
Protects against water damage.

i-Dos

i-Dos Determines how much detergent is needed 
for each wash, based on the weight  
of the laundry and programme used.

iQdrive

iQdrive The frictionless design of the iQdrive 
motor means no wear and tear, resulting in  
a quieter machine with an increased life span. 
 
Less ironing option At the touch of a button Less 
Ironing can be added to a selected programme, 
ensuring the machine gently and evenly drains 
the water and reduces the spin speed, helping to 
keep clothes crease free.

rapid15

rapid15 rinses, washes and spins lightly soiled 
clothing in just 15 minutes, designed for those 
with hectic lives this wash cycle will clean clothes 
when you’re in a hurry. 
 
 
 

rapid40  
 
rapid40 Leaving clothes ready to iron in  
only 40 minutes thanks to the optimised 
temperature control and customised cool- 
down phase of the rapid40 programme.

reload
Function  

reload The reload function allows the  
machine to be paused and the door opened,  
at the next safe opportunity. It’s the perfect 
solution when an extra item needs to be  
added to the load.

selfCleaning
condenser

selfCleaning condenser The automatic, 
selfCleaning condenser system uses water 
generated during the drying cycle to clean  
the heat exchanger three to four times during 
every cycle, meaning the consumer doesn’t have 
to. 
 
 
 
 sensoFresh

Program   
sensoFresh Get rid of odours such as cigarette 
smoke or kitchen smells – the sensoFresh 
Programme provides odour elimination in short 
time, even for sensitive and non-washable 
textiles. Active oxygen neutralises smells in just 
30 to 45 minutes, depending on the intensity of 
the odour.

Textile guard    

Textile Guard Working with Nikwax, this 
programme applies a waterproof treatment  
to breathable fabrics,prolonging the life of 
high-quality functional clothing like winter 
jackets, fleeces and ski suits.

varioPerfect

varioPerfect The choice between speedPerfect 
and ecoPerfect; varioPerfect allows the setting of 
certain washes to be changed determined on 
what is most important to the user, time or 
energy. 
 
 
 
 

 

Your quick reference guide to the  
ground-breaking technologies to be found  
on our range of home laundry appliances.

Quick feature guide

Sleek, streamlined, and stylish, 
Siemens washing machines, 
tumble dryers and washer 
dryers not only look great in 
your home, they perform too.  

With state-of-the-art technology they are 
extremely energy efficient, easy to use, and 
most importantly designed to save you time and 
money. The Siemens range has been developed 
to make laundry easier and less of a chore.

Welcome  
to a range 
designed 
around you.

Exceptional design allied with seriously 
innovative technology is the basis of these, 
our premium models.

Exuding class and refinement, these 
machines unite first-class features with 
top-class technology.

Good looking appliances with Siemens 
build quality equipped with an attractive 
selection of smart features.
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With their combination of aesthetically pleasing good looks and ground-breaking innovation, 
Siemens has been leading the way in creating reliable, cleverly designed and quietly efficient 
washing machines for over 100 years.

The i-Dos system automatically 
determines how much detergent 
is needed for each of your wash 
loads, based on the weight of the 
laundry and programme used.

i-Dos

Removing tough stains without 
the need for specialist products 
or pre-washing.

stain removal
system

5 Years
Warranty

For complete peace of mind, 
all Siemens appliances come 
with a free 2 year warranty 
as standard. A free 5 year 
warranty is available on 
selected freestanding 
models, where indicated, 
which covers parts, labour 
and call-out charges.

With Auto programmes the 
amount of water, energy and 
the amount of detergent needed 
is tailored to the amount of 
laundry in the machine. The 
flow sensor accurately 
measures how much water is 
needed, while the load sensor 
plus measures how much and 
what kind of laundry is put into 
the drum.

The frictionless design of the 
iQdrive motor means no wear 
and tear, resulting in  
a quieter machine with an 
increased life span.

iQdrive

Energy

Our premium iQ700 washing machine features iSensoric 
technology that takes care of your laundry for you: the 
intelligent i-Dos dosing system and autoStain removal work 
together with the quiet iQdrive motor to ensure your clothes 
receive the perfect wash every time.

WMH4Y890GB i-Dos white 1400rpm spin speed
Energy

Key features 

• Maximum spin speed: 1400 rpm
• Noise level washing: 47dB (A) re 1pW
• Noise level spinning: 71dB (A) re 1pW
• 15 programmes: down, easy care 

dark, curtains, textile guard 
re-proofing programme, shirts/
blouses, mixed fabrics, automatic, 
automatic soft, hygiene, rapid 15 
minute quick wash, drum clean with 
reminder, handwash/wool, delicates

• Options: waterPlus, prewash, night 
wash, less ironing, extra rinse cycles, 
rinse hold

• Time delay 24 hours and time 
remaining indicator

• Dimensions (HxWxD): 85 x 60 x 59cm

Key features 

• Maximum spin speed: 1400 rpm
• Noise level washing: 47dB (A) re 1pW
• Noise level spinning: 71dB (A) re 1pW
• 15 programmes: easy care dark, 

textile guard re-proofing programme, 
shirts/blouses, rapid 15 minute quick 
wash, mixed fabrics, handwash/wool, 
delicates/silk programme

• Touch control buttons: start/reload, 
prewash, extra rinse, less ironing, spin 
speed selection, temperature 
selection, speedPerfect, ecoPerfect

• Time delay 24 hours and time 
remaining indicator

• Dimensions (HxWxD): 85 x 60 x 59cm

Key features 

• Maximum spin speed: 1600 rpm
• Noise level washing: 47dB (A) re 1pW
• Noise level spinning: 73dB (A) re 1pW
• 15 programmes: easy care plus, 

curtains, textile guard re-proofing 
programme, shirts/blouses, rapid 15 
minute quick wash, mixed fabrics, 
hygiene, drum clean with reminder, 
handwash/wool, delicates/silk 
programme

• Touch control buttons: prewash, extra 
rinse, less ironing, spin speed 
selection, temperature selection, 
start/reload, speedPerfect, 
ecoPerfect, stain selection

• Time delay 24 hours and time 
remaining indicator

• Dimensions (HxWxD):  
84.5 x 60 x 59cm

Energy

Key features 

• Maximum spin speed: 1400 rpm
• Noise level washing: 55dB (A) re 1pW
• Noise level spinning: 76dB (A) re 1pW
• 15 programmes: power wash 60, easy 

care dark, shirts/blouses, textile guard 
re-proofing programme, mixed 
fabrics, hygiene, rapid 15 minute 
quick wash, Duvet, drum clean with 
reminder, rinse/spin/drain, handwash/
wool, delicates

• Touch control buttons: less ironing, 
time delay, temperature selection, 
start/reload, speedPerfect/ecoPerfect, 
Water & Rinse Plus, spin speed 
selection

• Time delay 24 hours and time 
remaining indicator

• Dimensions (HxWxD):  
84.8 x 60 x 55cm

Energy

Key features 

• Maximum spin speed: 1200 rpm
• Noise level washing: 55dB (A) re 1pW
• Noise level spinning: 76dB (A) re 1pW
• 15 programmes: power wash 60, easy 

care dark, shirts/blouses, textile guard 
re-proofing programme, mixed 
fabrics, hygiene, rapid 15 minute 
quick wash, Duvet, drum clean with 
reminder, rinse/spin/drain, handwash/
wool, delicates

• Touch control buttons: less ironing, 
time delay, temperature selection, 
start/reload, speedPerfect/ecoPerfect, 
Water & Rinse Plus, spin speed 
selection

• Time delay 24 hours and time 
remaining indicator

• Dimensions (HxWxD):  
84.8 x 60 x 55cm

Energy

Energy

varioPerfect

iQdrive

5 Years
Warranty

stain removal
system

TFT-Display

sensoFn resh
Program

i-Dos

Capacity    

9

More efficiency,
more performance

varioPerfect

iQdrive

5 Years
Warranty

stain removal
system

TFT-Display

sensoFn resh
Program

i-Dos

More efficiency,
more performance

varioPerfect

iQdrive

5 Years
Warranty

stain removal
system

TFT-Display

sensoFn resh
Program

i-Dos

More efficiency,
more performance

varioPerfect

iQdrive

5 Years
Warranty

TFT-Display

sensoFn resh
Program

i-Dos

More efficiency,yy
more performance

varioPerfect

iQdrive

5 Years
Warranty

stain removal
system

TFT-Display

sensoFresh
Program

i-Dos

More efficiency,
more performance

varioPerfect

iQdrive

5 Years
Warranty

stain removal
system

TFT-Display

sensoFn resh
Program

i-Dos

More efficiency,yy
more performance

varioPerfect

iQdrive
sensoFn resh
Program

5 Years
Warranty

i-Dos

stain removal
system

Key features
• Maximum spin speed: 1400 rpm
• Noise level washing : 47dB (A) re 1pW
• Noise level spinning: 71dB (A) re 1pW
• 15 programmes: Single Rinse, easy care dark, curtains, textile guard re-proofing 

programme, shirts/blouses, mixed fabrics, automatic, automatic soft, automatic 
intensive, hygiene, rapid 15 minute quick wash, drum clean with reminder, handwash/
wool, delicates

• Options: waterPlus, prewash, night wash, less ironing, extra rinse cycles, rinse hold
• Time delay 24 hours and time remaining indicator
• Dimensions (HxWxD): 85 x 60 x 59cm

More efficiency,
more performanceTFT-Display

stain removal
system

sensoFresh
Program

sensoFn resh
Program

Model does have this feature 

 

Model does not have this feature

Wi-Fi ready With Wi-Fi enabled Siemens home 
appliances and Home Connect, you can manage 
your home appliances from wherever you are and 
discover more possibilities to make your life easier.

Capacity    

9

The best in technology and design: Siemens washing machines

Capacity    

9
Capacity    

8

Capacity    

8

Reference key: 

2322 24 25
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Model shown: condenser dryer WT4HY790GB.

Tumble dryers
Efficient drying, efficient  
energy consumption.

Siemens innovation for 
complete laundry care.

Sensor drying

All Siemens tumble dryers feature sensor 
drying, which provides uniform drying results, 
and makes over-drying a thing of the past. 
Sensors in the drum continually monitor the 
residual moisture in the laundry. They detect 
when the load has reached the selected drying 
level, and move the programme to the final 
cool-down period. So your laundry is afforded 
the utmost protection, while neither energy 
nor your time is wasted.

The rapid40 drying programme

Washing laundered with the rapid15 wash 
programme is perfectly dry in only 40 minutes, 
thanks to optimised temperature control and  
a customised cool-down phase.

A lot less ironing

The less ironing option extends the anti-crease 
phase period at the end of the cycle to up  
to 120 minutes. The gentle tumbling motion  
of the softDry drum system leads to fewer 
creases in your laundry – so you can spend  
less time ironing.

Dry washing, dry room

88% of the humidity generated by the drying  
is kept within our dryers. Other dryers on  
the market aren’t anywhere near as good at 
this, and so produce far higher air humidity  
in the room.

The new softDry drum system

The softDry drum system, the first of its  
kind in the world, ensures a stable drying 
temperature and constant airstream in the 
drum. The soft, wave-like paddles stir the 
warm air and distribute the laundry gently  
and efficiently. The drum surface improves 
airflow so the laundry glides over the drum  
as if floating on a cushion of air, reducing 
mechanical wear and tear on your fabric.

When space is  
an issue – stack.
When you’re short on space, a Siemens 
stacking kit provides the answer. It’s an 
ergonomic solution too, because the tumble 
dryer is mounted at a convenient height for 
loading and unloading. Choose either the 
basic kit, or the version that includes a 
pull-out shelf for putting the laundry on.
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1

2

3

Number of cycles 5 10 15 20

Label

A label dryers where 
the condenser has not 
been cleaned

WT4HY790GB tumble 
dryer with automatic 
self-cleaning system
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A

B

C

D 1  Water filtering

2  Self-cleaning

3  Lint and fluff

Energy
More efficiency,
more performance

selfCleaning
condenser

Tumble dryers that 
maintain energy 
efficiency for life.

A maintenance free machine you can count on for years to come.  
Unlike other dryers, our tumble dryers (WT4HY790GB and 
WT47W590GB) are built with an automatic selfCleaning condenser 
system, that uses water, collected during the drying cycle, to clean the 
heat exchanger three to four times during every cycle. Meaning you  
no longer have to remove and rinse the component after every cycle,  
as the machine does it for you.

If the heat exchanger is not cleaned regularly to remove this build-up,  
a machine’s energy consumption rate quickly rises and its energy rating 
can drop from A to B, C and lower. By automatically selfCleaning several 
times during a cycle our Siemens condenser dryer maintains its A++ 
energy rating for life. With the selfCleaning condenser system you get a 
maintenance free machine that maintains peak efficiency  
and lower energy bills.

The heat exchanger is cleaned automatically 
several times during the drying cycle.

28 29
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Model shown: 
washer dryer WD15H520GB.

Washer dryers

A breath  
of fresh air.

air
Condensation
technology

With state-of-the-art technology built into our 
appliances Siemens have some of the most 
energy efficient washer dryers on the market. 
The airCondensation systems in our washer 
dryers uses no extra water during the drying 
process, making it an extremely resource 
efficient appliance. Using as little as 4.76 kWh 
of energy and the minimum water to wash and 
dry a full load of laundry the appliance earns 
itself an ultra-efficient rating of A. Working 
quietly, automatically and saving you money 
on utility bills.

From dirty to perfectly clean and dry, 
effortlessly the WD15H520GB can wash and 
dry up to 4kg of laundry non-stop in a single 
operation. That’s the equivalent of 7 pairs of 
trousers or 18 shirts, carefully and perfectly 
washed and dried. Load your wash into the 
drum, switch on the washer dryer and relax. 
When it’s done remove the clean or cupboard-
dry laundry – nothing could be easier, more 
convenient, whilst also saving you space in 
your kitchen.

Being kinder to the environment  
with every wash, our energy-efficient 
appliances use no additional water 
during the drying process. What does  
this mean for you? Cheaper utility bills.

Some things only a 
washer dryer can do.
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WT4HY790GB

WT47W590GB

WT45H200GB WT45N200GB

Tumble dryers

Tumble dryers Tumble dryers

Tumble dryers
Energy

Key features 

• Noise level: 64dB (A) re 1pW
• 14 Special programmes: mixed fabrics , 

wool drying in basket, outdoor, towels, 
blankets, pillows, timed programmme 
warm, timed programme cold, cotton, 
easy-care, hygiene, lingerie, rapid 40,  
shirts

• Options: start/pause, less ironing,  
options, drying level, memo 1, memo  
2, base settings, 24 hours time  
delayTime delay 24 hours and time 
remaining indicator

• Sensitive drying: large softDry stainless 
steel drum system and revolution  
drying system

• Container for condensed water
• Child lock
• Dimensions (HxWxD): 

84.2 x 59.8 x 63.4cm

Energy

stain removal
system

iQdrive

2 Years
Warranty

2 Years
Warranty

2 Years
Warranty

air
Condensation
technology

varioPerfect

Washing
Capacity

7

WD15H520GB

WD15G421GB

Washer dryers Washer dryers

Washer dryers
Energy

Key features 

• Maximum spin speed: 1500 rpm
• Noise level washing: 46dB (A) re 1pW
• Noise level spinning: 74dB (A) re 1pW
• 15 programmes: mixed fabrics, textile 

guard re-proofing programme, rapid15 
minute quick wash , fluff  
clean, refresh, hygiene care,  
handwash/wool, delicates

• Options: start/reload, time delay, 
spin speed selection, temperature 
selection, menu, change, drying 
time selection

• waterPerfect Plus: water management 
system

• Time delay 24 hours and time  
remaining indicator

• Dimensions (HxWxD): 
84.8 x 59.8 x 59cm

WD14H421GB

Key features 

• Maximum spin speed: 1400 rpm
• Noise level washing: 48dB (A) re 1pW
• Noise level spinning: 74dB (A) re 1pW
• 6 Special programmes: power wash  

60, mixed fabrics, textile guard 
re-proofing programme, rapid15  
minutes quick wash, handwash/ 
wool, delicates

• Touch control buttons: temperature 
selection, time delay, drying time 
selection, spin speed selection,  
menu, changewaterPerfect Plus:  
water management system

• Time delay 24 hours and time  
remaining indicator

• Dimensions (HxWxD): 84.2 x 60 x 59cm

stain removal
system

iQdrive

Drying
Capacity

4

air
Condensation
technology

varioPerfectautoDry autoDry

Key features 

• Maximum spin speed: 1500 rpm
• Noise level washing : 52dB (A) re 1pW
• Noise level spinning:74dB (A) re 1 pW
• 8 Special programmes: mixed fabrics, 

textile guard re-proofing programme, 
shirts/blouses, rapid 15 minute quick 
wash, fluff clean, hygiene care, 
handwash/wool, delicates

• Touch control buttons: start/reload,  
extra rinse, timedelay, spin speed 
selection, temperature selection,  
drying time selection, speedPerfect/
ecoPerfectTime delay 24 hours and  
time remaining indicator

• Dimensions (HxWxD): 85 x 60 x 59cm

stain removal
system

iQdrive

Drying
Capacity

5

air
Condensation
technology

varioPerfect

Key features 

• Noise level: 64dB (A) re 1pW
• 13 Special programmes: mixed fabrics,  

wool drying in basket, outdoor, 
towels, blankets, pillows, timed 
programme warm, timed programme 
cold, cotton, easy-care, hygiene, 
lingerie, rapid 40, shirts

• Touch control buttons: low heat,  
buzzer, start/pause, drying level, 
fine-tuning for drying level, child lock  
3 sec., less ironing 60 mins, less 
ironing 120 mins, 24 hours time delay

• Sensitive drying: large softDry 
stainless steel drum system and 
revolution drying system

• Container for condensed water
• Child lock
• Dimensions (HxWxD): 

84.2 x 59.8 x 65.2cm

Key features 

• Noise level: 65dB (A) re 1pW
• 9 Special programmes: Woollens  

Finish, mixed fabrics , towels, 
timed programme warm, timed 
programme  cold, Outdoor, lingerie, 
rapid 40, shirts

• Touch control buttons: start/pause,  
low heat, less ironing, programme  
length, fine-tuning for drying level,  
24h time delay

• Sensitive drying: large softDry  
stainless steel drum system and  
revolution drying system

• Container for condensed water
• Child lock
• Dimensions (HxWxD): 

84.8 x 59.8 x 63.6cm

Key features 

• Noise level: 65dB (A) re 1pW
• 9 Special programmes: Woollens  

Finish, mixed fabrics , towels, 
timed programme warm, timed 
programme cold, Outdoor, lingerie, 
rapid 40, shirts

• Touch control buttons: start/pause,  
low heat, less ironing, programme  
length, fine-tuning for drying level,  
24h time delay

• Sensitive drying: large softDry  
stainless steel drum system and  
revolution drying system

• Container for condensed water
• Child lock
• Dimensions (HxWxD): 

84.8 x 59.8 x 63.6cm

Energy

B

5 Years
Warranty

Heat
pump

selfCleaning
condenser

easyClean
filter

iQdriveTFT-Display

Standard
condenser

Energy Energy

Energy

autoDry

Capacity    

9

Drying
Capacity

4

Washing
Capacity

7

Washing
Capacity

8

5 Years
Warranty

Heat
pump

selfCleaning
condenser

easyClean
filter

iQdriveTFT-Display

Standard
condenser

Capacity    

8

5 Years
Warranty

Heat
pump

selfCleaning
condenser

easyClean
filter

iQdriveTFT-Display

Standard
condenser

Capacity    

8

5 Years
Warranty

Heat
pump

selfCleaning
condenser

easyClean
filter

iQdriveTFT-Display

Standard
condenser

Capacity    

8
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Appliance Type Washing Machines

Design family avantgarde

Model number WM14U640GB WMH4Y890GB WMH6Y790GB WMH4Y790GB WM16W590GB WM14W590GB WM14W750GB WM14N200GB WM12N200GB
Performance
Energy efficiency class A+++ A+++ A+++ A+++ A+++ A+++ A+++ A+++ A+++
10% more economical than the standard value of 196kWh p.a. •  •
30% more economical than the standard value of 196kWh p.a. •  • • •  • •  
50% more economical than the standard value of 196kWh p.a. •  
Capacity cotton (kg) 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 8.0 8.0 9.0 8.0 8.0
Maximum spin speed (rpm) 1400 1400 1600 1400 1600 1400 1400 1400 1200
Moisture content % on dry load after max. spin 53 53 44 53 44 53 53 53 53
Washing performance class A A A A A A A A A
Spin drying performance class B B A B A B B B B
Energy consumption annual (kWh/annum) 98 152 152 152 137 137 152 176 176
Ø Energy consumption 40 °C cotton programme (partial load) kWh 0.33 0.42 0.42 0.42 0.35 0.35 0.42 0.56 0.56
Ø Energy consumption 60 °C cotton programme (full load) kWh 0.55 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.74 0.74 0.92 0.95 0.95
Ø Energy consumption 60 °C cotton programme (partial load) 
kWh

0.39 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.70 0.70 0.60 0.79 0.79

Water consumption annual (l/annum) 11220 11220 11220 11220 9900 9900 11220 9900 9900
Average washing time cotton 40C (partial load) 300 270 270 270 210 210 270 200 200
Average washing time cotton 60C (full load) (min) 315 275 275 275 210 210 280 200 200
Average washing time cotton 60C (partial load) 315 270 270 270 210 210 270 200 200
Drum volume (l) 65 65 65 65 65 65 65 55 55
Noise level washing (dB(A) re 1 pW) 47 47 47 47 47 47 47 55 55
Noise level spinning (dB(A) re 1 pW) 71 71 73 71 73 71 71 76 76
PROGRAMMES/FUNCTIONS
Standard Programmes
Cottons •  • • • • • • • • 
Easy-care programme • •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  
Wool programme •  • • • • • • • • 
Delicates / Silk •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  
Rinse • • • • • • • • • 
Spin •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  
Empty • • • • • • • • • 
Specialist Programmes
Automatic Programmes • • •  •  
i-dos 1 and i-dos 2 • •  
asr auto stains removal • • • • • 

Memory •  
MyTime •  
Rapid 15 •  • • • • •  •  •

sensoFresh •  

Rapid 60 •  •  
Textile guard/ Outdoor wear •  • • • • • • • •
Easy Care Dark/Dark Wash •  •  •  •  •  •  •  

Curtains •  •  •  •  •  

Mixed Fabrics •  • • • • • • •  •  
Lingerie
Hygiene   •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  
Duvet •  • •

Down •  •

Drum Clean •  • • • • • • • •
Shirts and Blouses • • • • • • • • • 
Options
ecoPerfect • •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  
speedPerfect •  • • • • • • • • 
Less Ironing •  • • • • • • • •
Extra Rinse • • • • • • • • •
Pre wash • • • • • •

Variable temperature • • • • • • • • 

Variable spin • • • • • • • •

Spin speed reduction • • • • • • • •

Key features
Home Connect •  • •  
i-Dos intelligent dosing system •  •  
varioPerfect • • • • • • • • •
iQdrive •  • • • • • • • • 
antiVibration design •  • • • • • • • •
Consumption Indicator •  • • • • • • 
waterPerfect Plus •  • • •  •  •  •  
autoStains removal •  •  •  •  •  
Additional features
TFT clear text display •  •  •  

Touch LED Display • LED LED LED LED LED

Jog dial with integrated on/off control •  •  •  •  •  •  

optiWave drum
wave drum •  •  •  •  •  •  •  
Time Delay •  24 hours 24 hours 24 hours 24 hours 24 hours 24 hours 24 hours 24 hours
Time Remaining • •  •  •  •  •  •  • •
hydroSensor • •  •  •  •  •  •  
autoLoad/autoLoad plus -/• -/• -/• -/• •/- •/- •/-
Reload facility •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  
Drum interior light • •  •  •  •  •  •      
Child lock •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  
Self cleaning detergent drawer •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  
Water protection system hydroSafe hydroSafe hydroSafe hydroSafe Multiple water 

protection
Multiple water 
protection

Multiple water 
protection

Multiple water 
protection

Multiple water 
protection

Freestanding washing machine specifications

• Yes, model has this feature. – Feature not available for this model.
Cottons 60+ecoPerfect and Cottons 40/60+ ecoPerfect are the standard washing programmes to which the information in the label relates. These programmes are suitable to clean normally 
soiled cotton laundry and are the most efficient programmes in terms of combined energy and water consumption. Annual energy and water consumption based on 220 standard wash cycles.

Appliance Type Washing Machines

Design family avantgarde

Model number WM14U640GB WMH4Y890GB WMH6Y790GB WMH4Y790GB WM16W590GB WM14W590GB WM14W750GB WM14N200GB WM12N200GB
Technical information
Dimensions of the product (cm) 84.5 x 59.8 

x 62
85 x 60 x 59 85 x 60 x 59 85 x 60 x 59 84.5 x 60 x 59 84.5 x 60 x 59 84.5 x 60 x 59 84.8 x 60 x 59 84.8 x 60 x 59

Height for building under 85.00 85.00 85.00 85.00 85.00 85.00 85.00 85.00 85.00
Depth with door open (90°) 114.2 108.0 108.0 108.0 106.00 106.00 106.00 101.70 101.70
Height-adjustable by 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20
Appl depth incl wall distance 62 59 59 59 59 59 59 55 55
Length electrical supply cord (cm) 210.0 210.0 210.0 210.0 170.0 170.0 170.0 210.0 210.0
Length of drain hose 120.0 150.0 150.0 150.0 150.0 150.0 150.0 150.0 150.0
Display LED Multi-

Touch
TFT TFT TFT LED LED LED LED LED

Cabinet colour White White White White White White White White White
Door colour Black/chrome White/chrome White/chrome White/chrome White/chrome White/chrome White/chrome White/Alu look White/Alu look
Removable top
EAN code 4242003721582 4242003750711 4242003750681 4242003750698 4242003717240 4242003681237 4242003732830 4242003754429 4242003754412
Optional accessories
Floor fixing kit WX975600 WX975600 WX975600 WX975600 WX975600 WX975601 WX975600 WX975600
Extension to water inlet WZ10130  WZ10130  WZ10130  WZ10130 WZ10130 WZ10130 WZ10131 WZ10130 WZ10130

•
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Appliance Type Washer Dryers

Design Family

Model number WD15H520GB WD15G421GB WD14H421GB
Performance
Energy efficiency class A A A
Capacity cotton - Washing (Kg) 7.0 8.0 7.0
Capacity cotton - Drying (Kg) 4.0 5.0 4.0
Maximum spin speed (rpm) 1500 1500 1400
Washing performance class A A A
Energy consumption - Wash and dry, full wash load (kWh) 4.76 5.44 4.76
Energy consumption - Wash only (kWh) 0.70 0.70
Total annual energy consumption - Washing and drying, 200 full loads (kWh) 952 1088 952
Total annual energy consumption - Washing only, 200 full loads (kWh) 140 166 140
Water consumption - Wash and dry, full wash load (litres) 57 118 57
Total annual water consumption - Washing and drying, 200 full loads (litres) 11400 23600 11400
Total annual water consumption - Washing only, 200 full loads (litres) 10200 14200 10200
Average washing time cotton 60C - Full load (min) 285 420 240
Average washing/ drying time cotton 60C - Full load (min) 540 810 510
Drum volume (litres) 56 56 56
Noise level washing/spinning/drying (dB(A) re 1 pW) 46 / 74 / 61 52 / 74 / 59 48 / 74 / 60
Programmes/functions
Standard Programmes
- Cottons • • •
- Easy-care programme • • •
- Wool programme • • •
- Delicates / Silk • • •
- Rinse • • •
- Spin • • •
- Empty • • •
Specialist Programmes
- Automatic drying programme • • •
- wash and dry 60 • • •
- asr auto stains removal • – –
- Rapid 15 • • •
- Textile guard/ Outdoor wear •/– •/– •/–
- Refresh • – •
- Mixed Fabrics • • •
- Hygiene care – • –
- Shirts and Blouses – • •
- Fluff removal programme • • •
Options
- ecoPerfect • • •
- speedPerfect • • •
- Less Ironing • – •
- Extra Rinse • • •
- Pre wash cottons cottons •
- Variable temperature • • •
- Variable spin • • •
Key features
varioPerfect • • • 
autoStain Removal • - -
iQdrive • •  •  
airCondensation technology • - • 
autoDry function • • •
Self cleaning condenser • - • 
Additional features

optiWave drum • • •
Time delay 24 hours 24 hours 24 hours
Time remaining • • •
autoLoad/autoLoad plus •/– •/– •/–
Reload facility • • •
Drum interior light • – –
Child lock • • •
Self cleaning detergent drawer • • •
Water protection system hydroSecure hydroSecure hydroSecure
Technical information
Dimensions of the product: HxWxD (cm) 84.5 x 60 x 59 85 x 60 x 59 85 x 60 x 59
Depth with open door 90 degree (cm) 108 108 108
Adjustable feet Front Front Front
Maximum adjustability feet (cm) 1.2 1.2 1.2
Length electrical supply cord (cm) 210 210 210
Display LCD LED LED
Cabinet colour White White White
Door colour White/chrome Grey/black Silver/black
Door hinge Left-hand Left-hand Left-hand
Removable top – – –
EAN code 4242003705780 4242003706992 4242003652909
Optional accessories
Floor fixing kit WX975600 – WX975600
Extension to water inlet WZ10130 – WZ10130
Build under cover – WZ10190 –

Freestanding washer dryer specifications

For specification details, please log on to siemens-home.co.uk and download a full specification sheet.
For the full range of accessories please visit our online accessory shop on siemens-home.co.uk/store or call our Spares Department on 0844 892 8999

Appliance type Tumble dryers

Design family avantgarde
Model number WT47U640GB WT4HY790GB WT47W590GB WT45H200GB WT45N200GB
Performance and consumption
Energy efficiency class A+++ A++ A++ A++ B
Capacity cotton (kg) 8 9.0 8.0 8 8
Energy consumption annual (kWh) 176 258 233 236
Energy consumption standard cotton programme - Full load (kWh) 1.46 2.13 1.93 1.90
Energy consumption standard cotton programme - Half load (kWh) 0.82 1.21 1.08 1.1
Programme Time standard cotton programme - Full load (mins) 148 157 138 203
Programme Time standard cotton programme - Half load (mins) 94 97 92 122
Condensation efficiency class B A A B B
Condensation efficiency for standard cotton programme - Full and partial 
load

89% 87% 91% 87%

Power consumption in off mode 0.1W 0.13W 0.1W 0.1W 0.1W
Duration of left on mode (mins) 30 30 30 0 0
Drum volume (litres) 112 112 112 112 112
Noise level (dB(A) re 1 pW) 62 64 64 65 65
Programmes/functions
Standard programmes
- Cottons • • • • •
- Easy-care • • • • •
- Woollens finish • •
- Wool/shoe drying option (Basket) • •/•    •/–
- Dark wash •
- Rapid 40 • • • • •
- Outdoor • • • • •
- Down wear • • •
- Hygiene • • • •
- Timed programmes • • • •
- Mixed Fabrics • • • • •
- Shirts and blouses • • • • •
- Lingerie • • • •
- Towels • • • •
- Blankets • •
- MyTime •
- Airing •
Options
– Memory •
– Buzzer • • • • •
– Low heat option • • • • •
– Less ironing • • • • •
Key features
Home Connect •
iQDrive • •
activeAir technology • • • • •
Heat pump • • • •
Self cleaning condenser • • •
EasyClean filter •
Sensor drying with revolution drying system • • • • •
antiVibration design • • • • •
Additional features
softDry drum • • • • •
Anti crease cycle (mins)  60/120 120 120 120 120
Time delay (hours) 24 hours 24 hours 24 hours 24 hours 24 hours
Time remaining • • • • •
Drum interior light • • • • –
Water container full / blocked filter warning indicator •/• •/ • •/• •/• •/•
Child lock • • – – –
Technical information
Dimensions of the product: HxWxD (cm) 84.2 x 59.7 x 64.4 84.2 x 60 x 63.4 84.2 x 60 x 65.2 84.8 x 60 x 63.6 84.2 x 60 x 65.2
Depth with open door 90 degree (cm) 112.3 109 107 107 109
Maximum adjustability feet (cm) 1.2 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5
Length electrical supply cord (cm) 145 145 145 145 145
Display Touch LED TFT LED LED LED
Cabinet colour White White White White White
Door colour Chrome/Black grey Chrome/white Chrome/white chrome/white Silver/white
Door hinge Right- hand Right reversible Right-hand Right-hand Right-hand
Removable top
Location of vent
EAN code 4242003740125 4242003750216 4242003682401 4242003760055 4242003754528
Optional accessories
Stacking kit with pull out shelf WZ20400 WTZ11400 WZ20400 WZ20400
Stacking kit WZ11410 WZ11410 WZ11410
Cover plate WZ20600 WZ20600
Condenser drain kit included Included Included included Included

Freestanding tumble dryer specifications

For specification details, please log on to siemens-home.co.uk and download a full specification sheet.
For the full range of accessories please visit our online accessory shop on siemens-home.co.uk/store or call our Spares Department on 0844 892 8999

• Yes, model has this feature. – Feature not available for this model. 
The programme cotton cupboard dry used at full and partial loads is the standard drying programme to which the information on the energy   
label refers. This is the most efficient programme in terms of energy consumption for cotton. Annual consumption is based on 160 drying cycles.  
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Model shown: Zeolith® dishwasher with TFT clearText display SN278I01TG.

Dishwashers
Extra innovations for extra shine.



2  aquaStop® 

For a lifetime guarantee against water 
damage. This safety system prevents any 
water damage using the intelligent network of 
sensors. Regardless of whether the inlet hose 
or the appliance is leaking, the security sensor 
immediately detects it and activates the 
aquaStop®. Siemens guarantees this safety 
with a lifelong warranty.

3  intensiveZone

For pots, pans and delicate dishes all in one 
wash. Activating the intensiveZone 
automatically increases the spray pressure in 
the lower basket. This way, heavily soiled pots 
or pans can be cleaned thoroughly, while 
delicate dishes in the upper basket are treated 
gently and safely. As part of iSensoric, the water 
volume sensor ensures an optimal amount of 
water within the dishwasher – for superior 
cleaning performance.

1  Auto Programmes

Brilliant results at the push of a button. As 
soon as one of the auto programmes is 
activated, the aqua sensor automatically 
measures the cloudiness of the water to 
precisely adapt the amount of water needed 
for optimal cleaning. In interaction with other 
intelligent sensors, the iSensoric control unit 
steers the whole washing and drying process 
to deliver brilliant results every time.

The unique quality 
that distinguishes the 
iSensoric technology 
is the connection of 
all the sensors. 

The power of intelligently 
linked sensors.

1

2

4

3

4  TFT display

Crystal-clear operation. The intuitive TFT 
clearText display houses the iSensoric Control 
Unit which processes the information given by 
each sensor to ensure brilliant results. With the 
ability to think, the real-time clock is able to 
display the exact time each load will be ready, 
the info button brings up written programme 
information and the Eco Forecast feature shows 
the energy and water consumption for each 
cycle. This intelligence makes each dishwasher 
easy to use.

iSensoric technology

Siemens iSensoric is the ground-breaking 
innovation in dishwashing that stands 
for automatically measuring, detecting, 
calculating and controlling every step of 
the cleaning process, so you can get on with 
your day.
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Zeolith®-
Drying 

Using advanced drying technologies Siemens 
dishwashers keep energy consumption to a 
minimum. Zeolith®, a form of naturally occurring 
mineral has the astonishing ability to absorb 
moisture and convert it to heat.

What does this mean for you? The heat 
produced naturally by the Zeolith® is used  
for the drying cycle. No additional energy is 
therefore required to heat up the contents  
of your dishwasher for the drying process  
(as with a standard drying system). This results 
in perfect drying, with less energy usage.

Energy
  

More efficiency,
more performance

The Zeolith® mineral is stored in the depths of 
the dishwasher; this regenerates itself and keeps 
working for the entire lifetime of the machine. 
Combine this with the economy 50 programme 
to get brilliant results with minimal energy. 
Using the latest sensor technology, our 
dishwashers don’t just save water, they also 
save energy. All Siemens dishwashers have  
an energy rating of at least A+, with our iQ700 
Zeolith® models boasting a maximum efficiency 
A+++ rating. Saving energy is important; not 
just to help reduce your utility bills, but also  
to be kinder to the environment.

Shine & Dry

Add an extra sparkle

Straight from dishwasher to table, Shine  
& Dry gives you streak-free, shining glasses. 
Harnessing the power of Zeolith® at its best, 
the special drying cycle also works just as 
well on plastics, pots and pans. Saving you 
time, you no longer need to give glasses an 
extra towel dry to smarten them up, allowing 
you to spend more time with your guests.

Innovative technology 
for super clean dishes 
every time, whilst 
using minimal water 
and energy.

Energy efficiency meets cutting edge design.

The Zeolith® minerals are stored at the base of the dishwasher.

Saving energy naturally. Added extras.

With cutting-edge technology, Siemens 
dishwashers give you more than just  
clean dishes. Functional and specialised 
programmes mean you will no longer  
want to select the quickest wash.

Model shown: Dishwasher with TFT clearText display. SN277W01TG.

emotionLight

emotionLight

Creating a relaxed ambiance in your living 
space, the emotionLight uses LED lights to 
reflect off your brilliantly-cleaned glasses and 
create a cool blue sparkle from inside your 
dishwasher. They never need to be changed 
and will last the lifetime of your dishwasher.

 

varioDrawer
Pro

varioDrawer Pro

The varioDrawer Pro adds a third shelf for 
cutlery and removes the need for a cutlery 
basket, creating more space. Knives, forks 
and spoons are placed on their side, leaving 
them easier to remove when emptying the 
dishwasher. Convenient blue touchpoints 
also indicate all the adjustment options 
available, such as lowering the side sections to 
accommodate bulkier items like espresso cups 
and ladles. Perfect for the extra-large dinner 
party, you can fit more in, making the after 
dinner clean up quick and simple.

hydroDry

hydroDry

Protect your glasses from cracking with 
hydroDry. Heat generated during the wash 
cycle is used to pre-heat the rinsing water to 
stop glasses being put under stress. And as 
existing heat is used to gently warm the  
rinse water, it’s energy-efficient too. 

TFT-Display

TFT display with real-time clock

For those that lead busy lives, it’s important to 
plan and manage your time effectively. Thanks 
to the real-time clock display, it’s now possible 
to set the exact time that you want your dishes 
to be ready.

varioFlex
Pro basket

varioFlex Pro basket system

The varioFlex Pro basket system is designed 
to hold larger plates and allows you to create 
extra space for pots and pans with ease. Blue 
touchpoints inside the baskets indicate all 
the adjustment options available at a glance. 
It’s never been as easy to adjust the slats to 
suit each load, making the inside of your 
dishwasher constantly adaptable. varioFlex 
Pro baskets ensure your dishwasher fits in with 
your lifestyle, no matter how much it may 
change day after day. Enjoy fewer washes  
and more flexibility.
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Model shown: speedMatic45 SR26T891GB.

Slimline 
dishwashers
Small in stature, big on features. duoPower

Although the dishwashers in the 45cm slimline 
series may be small, they are still intelligent 
when it comes to powerful cleaning. Benefitting 
from 2 spray arms under the top basket as 
opposed to just one, duoPower ensures that 
your dishes receive the best possible clean, 
with 2 duoPower arms working doubly hard  
to reach every inch of the basket.

Energy

All models in the range feature the innovative 
Siemens duoPower double spray arms and  
the time saving varioSpeed option. Selected 
models also feature the varioDrawer cutlery 
tray, giving you nothing but outstanding 
results. Siemens dishwashers are designed  
to thoroughly clean dishes, but quietly whilst 
using the minimum of water and energy.  
With Siemens, dishes have nowhere to hide.

9,5 L
Water

Resource efficiency 

Using only 9.5 litres of water to wash  
10 standard place settings in one cycle,  
our iQ500 45cm slimline dishwasher is  
extremely resource efficient too.

duoPower spray arms work hard to reach every inch of the basket.

The less space available, the more valuable that space becomes. This is especially 
true of a small kitchen, where a lot of space can be gained by using it efficiently.  
A 45cm slimline dishwasher can help you to do just that.

Space-saving.

45
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Consistent features across 
the iQ range of dishwashers

varioSpeed Plus

Ever needed your dishes cleaned quickly, forgotten to put the dishwasher on in the morning, or simply need clean plates before 
your guests arrive? That’s why we’ve introduced varioSpeed Plus, the perfect time saver. varioSpeed Plus reduces the time it takes 
to wash and dry a full load down to a third.

Ideal when you need your cutlery and plates in a hurry, just press the varioSpeed Plus button in conjunction with your desired 
programme* and it will run the dishwasher significantly faster without compromising on wash quality. Used together with the Eco 
50 programme, varioSpeed Plus will wash and dry a full load in just over an hour. Giving you time saving solutions when you need 
them the most and sparklingly clean dishes in super swift time.

dosageAssist
  dosageAssist

Ensuring that your dishes receive the best 
possible clean every time, dosageAssist quickly 
and evenly dissolves your dishwasher tablets 
throughout the entire machine, leaving no 
mess for you to clean at the end of the cycle. 
Rather than the detergent tablet dropping to 
the bottom of your machine, it falls into an 
innovative basket at the front, allowing it to 
dissolve completely leaving no mess and a 
brilliant clean. 
 

extraDry
  extraDry

Why spend time towel-drying plasticware 
when extraDry does it for you? extraDry is 
designed to make sure that plasticware comes 
out of the dishwasher bone dry – no more 
water droplets, no more hand drying, 

halfLoad
  halfLoad

Great for couples and smaller households,  
the halfLoad function lets you place items 
anywhere in the dishwasher. Ideal for smaller 
loads, it uses up to 20% less water and  
10% less energy to produce a brilliant clean.  
A dishwasher uses water and energy most 
efficiently when run with a full load. However, 
halfLoad offers a resource saving option for 
when you can’t wait until the dishwasher is full.

wine glass holder
  Wine glass holder accessory

No longer will you choose to wash your  
wine glasses by hand. Available as standard  
in most freestanding dishwashers, this 
accessory holds and optimally cleans up to four 
long stemmed wine glasses safely and securely.  
The result? Sparkling glasses that have been 
safely cleaned and dried, every time. The 
accessory is also available to buy.  
Part number: SZ73300

  10 year anti-rust warranty

Due to advanced materials and manufacturing 
technologies, in addition to our standard 
appliance warranty, we are able to provide 
a free of charge warranty against rusting-
through of the dishwasher’s inner cavity.

rackMatic
  rackMatic™

Ever found yourself loading and unloading the 
dishwasher because the last pan doesn’t fit? 
rackMatic conveniently allows you to raise and 
lower the height of the top basket, even when 
the dishwasher is full. With the simple flick of  
a lever you can adjust the basket to suit your 
washing needs. This increased flexibility 
ultimately saves you time, letting you get  
back to more important things.

For complete peace of mind, all Siemens 
appliances come with a free 2 year warranty 
as standard. A free 5 year warranty is available 
on selected freestanding models, where 
indicated, which covers parts, labour and 
call-out charges.

5 Year
Warranty

varioSpeed
Plus

intensive
Zone

  intensiveZone

With intensiveZone, you can wash delicate 
glasses and burnt cooking pans in the same 
wash. The higher temperature and increased 
spray pressure in the lower basket ensures 
stubborn stains are removed, whilst delicate 
items are protected in the top basket. This 
means there is no need to do separate 
washes or soak pans overnight, saving time. 
And with iSensoric, the water volume sensor 
ensures an optimal amount of water within 
the dishwasher at all times.

No need to do separate washes with intensiveZone.
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SN278I01TG stainless steel

Energy

SN26M892GB stainless steel
SN26M292GB white

For complete peace of mind, all 
Siemens appliances come with a 
free 2 year warranty as 
standard. A free 5 year warranty 
is available on selected 
freestanding models, where 
indicated, which covers parts, 
labour and call-out charges.

5 Year
Warranty

Zeolith® is a naturally occurring 
mineral that converts moisture 
to heat. This heat produced by the 
Zeolith® is used for the drying 
cycle, no additional energy is 
therefore required to heat up the 
contents for the drying process.

Zeolith®-
Drying 

Using only 7.5 litres of water to 
wash 13 standard place settings, 
our iQ700 dishwasher is 
extremely resource efficient.

7,5 L
Water

Dishwashers 

Dishwashers (continued)

Energy

Energy

SN277I01TG stainless steel 
SN277W01TG white

Dishwashers 

SR26T891GB stainless steel SR26M231GB white

Slimline dishwashers Slimline dishwashers 

Energy

Energy efficiency class All Siemens  
freestanding dishwashers are rated at least  
A+ for energy efficiency.

Siemens ecoPlus award To help you  
spot the real energy-saving champions,  
the most efficient appliances in our range  
carry a Siemens ecoPlus award logo.

dosageAssist

dosageAssist Quickly and evenly dissolves 
dishwasher tablets throughout the entire 
machine, leaving no mess to clean at the  
end of the cycle.

duoPower

duoPower Benefitting from 2 spray arms under 
the top basket as opposed to just one, duoPower 
ensures that dishes in all areas of the dishwasher 
receive the best possible clean.

extraDry

extraDry Designed to make sure that  
plasticware comes out of the dishwasher  
bone dry. 
 
 
 
 
 
halfLoad Great for couples and smaller 
households, run the dishwasher with half  
a load and use less water and energy compared 
to a full load. 
 
 
 
 
 
Heat exchanger Heat generated from the wash 
pre-heats water for later in the cycle, thereby 
saving energy.

hydroDry

 
hydroDry The hydroDry system extracts 
moisture from the air in the machine efficiently, 
leaving the contents of the dishwasher to dry 
hygienically without the need for external air.

hydroSafe  

hydroSafe cuts off the water supply from  
the tap if a leak is detected, even if the dishwash-
er isn’t in use. Precision protection  
for your kitchen.

hydroSensor  

hydroSensor Makes sure that the optimum 
temperature is used depending on how dirty the 
dishes are, meaning that dishes are perfectly 
clean the first time round.

Hygiene Plus  

Hygiene Plus The Hygiene Plus setting  
eradicates 99.9% of germs by super heating  
the final rinse. Ideal for chopping boards and 
food containers, Hygiene Plus helps to keep your 
family fit and healthy. 
 

loadSensor By monitoring that the  
optimum amount of water is flowing  
through the dishwasher throughout the  
cycle, loadSensor helps to ensure that  
dishes are cleaned thoroughly.

rackMatic

rackMatic™ Conveniently allows the user  
to raise and lower the height of the top basket to 
create more or less space, even when the 
dishwasher is loaded.

Shine & Dry

Shine & Dry Straight from dishwasher  
to table, Shine & Dry gives you streak-free  
shining glasses.

varioDrawer
Pro

varioDrawer Pro By adding a third shelf for 
cutlery, varioDrawer Pro removes the need  
for a cutlery basket and creates more space.

varioFlex
Pro basket

varioFlex Pro basket Creating extra space  
for pots and pans by adjusting slats to suit 
different loads, the inside of the dishwasher  
is constantly adaptable.

varioSpeed Plus Use the varioSpeed Plus 
button to run the dishwasher significantly 
faster without compromising on wash quality.

Zeolith®-
Drying  

Zeolith® is a naturally occurring mineral that 
converts moisture to heat. This heat produced 
by the Zeolith® is used for the drying cycle,  
no additional energy is therefore required  
to heat up the contents for the drying process.

 

Wine glass holder This accessory cleans up to 
four long stemmed wine glasses safely and 
securely. The innovative lock mechanism 
ensures glasses are stable in the basket, yet 
with minimal contact areas to avoid any water 
pooling or streaks. 
 
Real-time clock Thanks to the real-time clock 
display, it’s now possible to set the exact time 
that you want your dishes to be ready by. 
 
 
 
 

 

Quick feature guide

More efficiency,
more performance

wine glass holder

As you’d expect,  
Siemens dishwashers  
take full advantage of  
the latest technologies.

Designed to fit in around your hectic  
lifestyle our dishwashers feature efficient,  
time saving and environmentally conscious 
programmes that are going to make your  
dishes shine. With sleek stylish design,  
both inside and out, they are designed  
to complement your modern home.

Welcome  
to a range 
designed 
around you.

Exceptional design allied with seriously 
innovative technology is the basis of these, 
our premium models.

Exuding class and refinement, these 
machines unite first-class features with 
top-class technology.

EnergyEnergy

The best in technology and design: Dishwashers
 
Featuring ground-breaking technology for sparkling dishes every time, whilst using the minimum 
of water and energy.

Keeping your energy consumption to a minimum, Siemens 
iQ700 dishwashers use Zeolith®, to create the heat needed for 
drying dishes. This combined with the high resolution TFT 
clearText colour display, varioSpeed Plus for faster washing, and 
the convenient varioDrawer Pro, gives you a dishwasher that is 
easy to use and designed to perform.

SN278I26TE - Home Connect, Zeolith, A+++

Energy

By adding a third shelf for 
cutlery, varioDrawer Pro 
removes the need for a cutlery 
basket and creates more space.

varioDrawer
Pro

Creating extra space  
for pots and pans by adjusting 
slats to suit different loads, the 
inside of the dishwasher  
is constantly adaptable. 

varioFlex Pro  
basket

Key features 

• 8 programmes: Auto 35-45°C, Auto 
45-65°C, Auto 65-75°C, Economy 50°C, 
Night Programme 50°C, Glass 40°C, 
Quick Wash 45°C, Pre Rinse

• 5 additional options: intensiveZone, 
varioSpeed Plus, halfLoad, Hygiene Plus, 
Shine & Dry

• Interior blue emotionLight 
• “Finish at” timer
• Wine glass holder
• Dimensions (HxWxD): 84.5 x 60 x 60cm

Key features 

• 7 programmes: Auto 35-45°C, Auto 
45-65°C, Auto 65-75°C, Economy 50°C, 
Night Programme 50°C, Quick Wash 
45°C, Pre Rinse

• 4 additional options: intensiveZone, 
varioSpeed Plus, halfLoad, extraDry

• Interior blue emotionLight 
• “Finish at” timer
• Wine glass holder
• Dimensions (HxWxD): 84.5 x 60 x 60cm

Key features 

• 6 programmes: Intensive 70°C, Auto 
45-65°C, Economy 50°C, Glass 40°C, 
Quick Wash 45°C, Pre Rinse

• 4 additional options: intensiveZone, 
varioSpeed Plus, halfLoad, extraDry

• Interior blue emotionLight 
• “Finish at” timer
• Wine glass holder
• Dimensions (HxWxD): 84.5 x 60 x 60cm

Key features 

• 6 programmes: Intensive 70°C, Auto 
45-65°C, Economy 50°C, Glass 40°C, 
Quick Wash 45°C, Pre Rinse

• 4 additional options: intensiveZone, 
varioSpeed Plus, hygiene, extraDry

• 24 hour timer
• Dimensions (HxWxD): 84.5 x 45 x 60cm
• varioDrawer 

varioDrawer
Plus

Key features 

• 6 programmes: Intensive 70°C, Auto 
45-65°C, Economy 50°C, Glass 40°C, 
Quick Wash 45°C, Pre Rinse

• 3 additional options: intensiveZone, 
varioSpeed, extraDry

• 24 hour timer
• Dimensions (HxWxD): 84.5 x 45 x 60cm
• varioFlex basket 

 

 

Zeolith®-
Drying 

varioDrawer
Plus

TFT-Display

14 place 
settings

42 dB

Extremely
quiet

42 dB

Extremely
quiet

9,5 L
Water

varioFlex Pro  
basket

varioFlex Plus  
basket

varioDrawer
Pro

5 Years
Warranty

Zeolith®-
Drying

varioDrawer
Plus

TFT-Display

varioFlex Pro  
basket

varioFlex Plus  
basket

varioDrawer
Pro

5 Years
Warranty

Zeolith®-
Drying

varioDrawer
Plus

TFT-Display

42 dB

Extremely
quiet

varioFlex Pro 
basket

varioFlex Plus  
basket

varioDrawer
Pro

5 Years
Warranty

14 place 
settings

Zeolith®-
Drying

varioDrawer
Plus

TFT-Display

46 dB

Extremely
quiet

46 dB

Extremely
quiet

varioFlex Pro 
basket

varioFlex Plus  
basket

varioDrawer
Pro

10 place 
settings

Zeolith®-
Drying TFT-Display

varioFlex Pro 
basket

varioFlex Plus  
basket

varioDrawer
Pro

5 Years
Warranty

Key features

• 8 programmes: Auto 35-45°C, Auto 45-65°C, Auto 65-75°C, Economy 50°C, Night 
Programme 50°C, Glass 40°C, Quick Wash 45°C, Pre Rinse

• 6 additional options: Remote Start, intensiveZone, varioSpeed Plus, halfLoad, Hygiene 
Plus, Shine & Dry

• Interior blue emotionLight 
• “Finish at” timer
• Dimensions (HxWxD): 84.5 x 60 x 60cm

Zeolith®-
Drying 

varioDrawer
Plus

TFT-Display

5 Years
Warranty

13 place 
settings

42 dB

Extremely
quiet

7,5 L
Water

varioFlex Pro  
basket

varioFlex Plus  
basket

varioDrawer
Pro

The best in technology and design: Siemens dishwashers

Wi-Fi ready With Wi-Fi enabled Siemens home 
appliances and Home Connect, you can manage 
your home appliances from wherever you are and 
discover more possibilities to make your life easier.

halfLoad

Heat-
exchanger

9,5 L
Water

9,5 L
Water

9,5 L
Water

9,5 L
Water

9 place 
settings

varioSpeed
Plus

Model does have this feature 

 

Model does not have this feature

varioFlex Pro  
basket

varioFlex Pro 
basket

Reference key:

14 place 
settings

5 Years
Warranty
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Freestanding 60cm (continued) Freestanding 45cm

SN277W01TG SN26M892GB SN26M292GB SR26T891GB SR26M231GB
White Stainless steel White Stainless steel White

Economy 50 Economy 50 Economy 50 Economy 50 Economy 50
A++ A++ A++ A+ A+
266 266 266 237 220
2660 2660 2660 2660 2660
0.93 0.93 0.93 0.84 0.78
9.5 9.5 9.5 9.5 9.5
14 14 14 10 9
A A A A A
A A A A A
42 42 42 46 48
195 195 195 195 195

7 6 6 6 6
4 4 4 4 3
5 5 5 5 5
Auto 65-75°C
Auto 45-65°C
Auto 35-45°C
Economy 50°C
Quick Wash 65°C
Pre Rinse
Night Programme 50°C

Intensive 70°C 
Auto 45-65°C 
Economy 50°C 
Quick Wash 45°C 
Pre Rinse 
Glass 40°C

Intensive 70°C 
Auto 45-65°C 
Economy 50°C 
Quick Wash 45°C 
Pre Rinse 
Glass 40°C

Intensive 70°C 
Auto 45-65°C 
Economy 50°C 
Quick Wash 65°C 
Pre Rinse 
Glass 40°C

Intensive 70°C 
Auto 45-65°C 
Economy 50°C 
Quick Wash 45°C 
Pre Rinse 
Glass 40°C

intensiveZone
varioSpeedPlus
halfLoad
extraDry

intensiveZone 
varioSpeedPlus 
halfLoad 
extraDry

intensiveZone 
varioSpeedPlus 
halfLoad 
extraDry

intensiveZone 
varioSpeedPlus 
Hygiene 
extraDry

intensiveZone 
varioSpeedPlus 
extraDry

varioDrawer Pro varioDrawer Plus varioDrawer Plus varioDrawer –
varioFlex Pro varioFlex Plus varioFlex Plus varioFlex Plus varioFlex
rackMaticTM 3-stage rackMatic™ 3-stage rackMatic™ 3-stage rackMatic™ 3-stage rackMatic™ 3-stage
6 / 8 6 / 6 6 / 6 3 / 2 2 / 2
21 21 21 21 27
31 30 30 30 30
2 / 2 2 / 2 2 / 2 1 / 1 2 / –
1 1 1 – –

• – – – –
hydroDry hydroDry hydroDry hydroDry hydroDry
• • • • •
• • • • •
hydroSafe 24 hour hydroSafe 24 hour hydroSafe 24 hour hydroSafe 24 hour hydroSafe 24 hour
• • • • •
• • • • •
– – – • •

24 24 24 24 24
• • • • •
Audible – – – –
• • • • •
• • • • •
Door lock Door lock, 

tamperproof controls
Door lock, 
tamperproof controls

Door lock, 
tamperproof controls

Door lock, 
tamperproof controls

• • • – –
• • • • •

2 2 2 2 2
115.5 115.5 115.5 115.5 115.5
175 175 175 175 175
165 / 190 165 / 190 165 / 190 165 / 205 165 / 205
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
84.5 84.5 84.5 84.5 84.5
81.5 81.5 81.5 81.5 81.5
60 60 60 45 45
60 60 60 60 60
56 / 57 56 / 57 55 / 57 43 / 44 41 / 42
• • • • •
50°DH 50°DH 50°DH 50°DH 50°DH
60 60 60 60 60
Stainless steel Stainless steel Stainless steel Stainless steel Stainless steel
Large item spray head, 
Wine glass holder

Large item spray head, 
Wine glass holder

Large item spray head, 
Wine glass holder

Large item spray head Large item spray head

SZ72010, SZ73100, SZ73300 SZ70640, SZ72010, SZ73100, 
SZ73300

SZ70640, SZ72010, SZ73100, 
SZ73300

SZ72010, SZ73300 SZ72010, SZ73300

Appliance type Freestanding 60cm

Design family
Model number SN278I26TE SN278I01TG SN277I01TG
Colour Stainless steel Stainless steel Stainless steel
Performance
Reference programme for measurements Economy 50 Economy 50 Economy 50
Energy efficiency class A+++ A+++ A++
Total annual energy consumption¹ (kWh) 211 237 266
Total annual water consumption¹ (litres) 2100 2660 2660
Energy consumption² (kWh) 0.73 0.83 0.93
Water consumption² (litres) 7.5 9.5 9.5
Number of place settings 13 14 14
Cleaning performance class A A A
Drying efficiency class A A A
Noise level (dB(A) re 1 pW) 42 42 42
Total cycle time of reference programme (minutes) 225 195 195
Programmes/functions
Number of programmes 8 8 7
Number of options 6 5 4
Number of different wash temperatures 6 6 5
List of programmes Auto 65-75°C

Auto 45-65°C
Auto 35-45°C
Economy 50°C
Quick Wash 45°C
Pre Rinse
Glass 40°C
Night Programme 50°C

Auto 65-75°C
Auto 45-65°C
Auto 35-45°C
Economy 50°C
Quick Wash 45°C
Pre Rinse
Glass 40°C
Night Programme 50°C

Auto 65-75°C
Auto 45-65°C
Auto 35-45°C
Economy 50°C
Quick Wash 65°C
Pre Rinse
Night Programme 50°C

Additional options Remote start
Shine & Dry
intensiveZone
varioSpeed Plus
halfLoad
Hygiene Plus

Shine & Dry
intensiveZone
varioSpeed Plus
halfLoad
Hygiene Plus

intensiveZone
varioSpeedPlus
halfLoad
extraDry

Flexible design elements
varioDrawer varioDrawer Pro varioDrawer Pro varioDrawer Pro
Basket type varioFlex Pro varioFlex Pro varioFlex Pro
Adjustable upper basket rackMaticTM 3-stage rackMaticTM 3-stage rackMaticTM 3-stage
Foldable racks upper/lower 6 / 8 6 / 8 6 / 8
Largest loadable dish upper basket (cm) 21 21 21
Largest loadable dish lower basket (cm) 31 31 31
Cup shelves upper / lower 2 / 2 2 / 2 2 / 2
Wine glass holder – 1 1
Innovations and technology
TFT hi resolution display • • •
Drying system Zeolith / hydroDry Zeolith / hydroDry hydroDry
iQdrive motor • • •
dosageAssist detergent dispenser • • •
Water protection system hydroSafe 24 hour hydroSafe 24 hour hydroSafe 24 hour
hydroMix glasscare • • •
Load Sensor • • •
duoPower spray arm – – –
Design features
Start delay time max (hours) 24 24 24
Time remaining indicator • • •
End of cycle indicator Audible Audible Audible
Salt light indicator • • •
Rinse aid light indicator • • •
Safety features Door lock Door lock Door lock

Blue interior emotionLight • • •
Self cleaning filter system • • •
Technical specifications
Maximum adjustability feet (cm) 2 2 2
Depth with open door 90 degree (cm) 115.5 115.5 115.5
Length electrical supply cord (cm) 175 175 175
Length inlet / outlet hose (cm) 165 / 190 165 / 190 165 / 190
Removable worktop Yes Yes Yes
Height of the product with worktop (cm) 84.5 84.5 84.5
Height of the product without worktop (cm) 81.5 81.5 81.5
Width of the product (cm) 60 60 60
Depth of the product (cm) 60 60 60
Net weight / gross weight (kg) 57 / 59 55 / 58 56 / 58
Water softener3 • • •
Maximum accepted water hardness (DH) 50°DH 50°DH 50°DH
Maximum temperature for water intake (°C) 60 60 60
Internal construction Stainless steel Stainless steel Stainless steel
Accessories supplied Large item spray head, 

Wine glass holder
Large item spray head, 
Wine glass holder

Optional accessories (see below) SZ72010, SZ73100, SZ73300 SZ72010, SZ73100, SZ73300 SZ72010, SZ73100, SZ73300

• Yes, model has this feature. – Feature not available for this model.
¹ Based on 280 standard cleaning cycles using cold water fill, including consumption of the standby mode. 
² The consumption per cleaning cycle of the “Eco 50”  programme using cold water fill.  
³ We would recommend our dishwashers are connected to the mains water supply where possible. However,  
 they may also be connected to an external water softener as long as the water softener produces softened   
 water of less than 1.1 mmo/litre (7.0°e) and the water softener in the appliance is turned off. Please contact  
 product advice for further information.  Water pressure required: 0.5-10 Bar. Flow rate: 10 litres per minute.  
 
Inlet valve connected directly to ¾” screwed joint. 
  

Freestanding dishwashers

For specification details, please log on to siemens-home.co.uk and download a full specification sheet.
For the full range of accessories please visit our online accessory shop on siemens-home.co.uk/store or call our Spares Department on 0844 892 8999.

Key to accessories
 SZ72010 – Aquastop extension
 SZ73300 – Wine glass holder
 SZ73001 – Silver polishing cassette
 SZ70640 – Basket for glasses and cups
 SZ73100 – Cutlery basket
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Illustration only. Cooling appliance handles may vary.
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Cooling
Super efficient, super stylish.



Fresher food for longer with iSensoric.

the outside of the refrigerator into an external 
evaporation tray, and sensors measure the 
degree of humidity and any frost production 
– ensuring the appliance is periodically 
defrosted without the need to turn off the 
appliance or empty it out. Also, ice no longer 
forms on the inside of the refrigerator, and the 
appliance’s energy consumption remains 
consistently low.

3  touchControl

Total control at your fingertips. Thanks to the 
highly sensitive sensors, even the slightest 
touch of the touchControl display is registered 
and all the functions of the fridge freezer 
– such as temperature, alarm and holiday 
mode – can be immediately set. Furthermore, 
the touchControl display is also the 
communications hub for iSensoric, as this is 
where the data is collected from the various 
sensors for controlling other functions. For 
more convenience, the freezer and fridge can 
be controlled separately thanks to their 
independent cooling circuits.

1  freshSense

Fresh food, guaranteed for longer. With 
conventional fridges, varying surrounding 
temperatures and the continuous opening  
of the refrigerator door lead to temperature 
changes inside the appliance. To ensure this 
does not affect your food, iSensoric 
immediately reacts. The freshSense sensors 
activate the moment a change in temperature 
is registered, for example when products are 
stored away, and compensates for this change 
in an instant. Therefore the temperature 
always remains within the optimum range and 
your food stays fresh and delicious for longer.

2  noFrost technology

Defrosting the freezer is now done 
automatically. Siemens fridge freezers and 
freezers with iSensoric are equipped with 
intelligent sensor-controlled technology to 
save the hassle of defrosting the freezer. An 
air-circulation system guides the humidity to 

The unique quality 
that distinguishes the 
iSensoric technology 
is the connection of 
all the sensors. 

4  Inverter motor

The intelligent inverter technology is a  
clever combination of the inverter motor  
and iSensoric. The sensors register every  
slight change in temperature or humidity 
inside the refrigerator, for example when  
the door is opened or warm food is stored. 
This information is then passed to the inverter 
motor, which adapts its need for energy 
accordingly. This means you can cool food 
intelligently and energy-efficiently, and  
thanks to the high-quality inverter motor, 
incredibly quietly.

At the touch of a 
button dispensing  
refreshing ice-cool 
water and ice, 
Siemens puts you  
in control of your 
fridge freezer.

Fresh water and ice on tap.

Fresh water and ice both day and night

Providing you with chilled, filtered water and 
crushed or cubed ice at the touch of a button, 
the water and ice dispenser built into iQ700 
Siemens fridge and freezer is a convenient 
time saver. Serving you with a refreshing drink 
whenever you want, the ice dispenser can 
produce up to 140 ice cubes per day. With  
LED down lighting on our premium model,  
the coolDuo ice and water dispenser is not 
only luxuriously convenient; it is also  
classically designed.

Precise temperature control  
at your fingertips

With easy to use electronic controls Siemens 
fridge freezers never leave you in the dark.  
The electronic display allows you to precisely 
set and change the temperature of your fridge 
and freezer and select certain modes, such as 
Holiday Mode, putting the power of your new 
fridge freezer at your finger tips. 

flexiShelf
  

bigBox

Stunning on the outside,  
beautiful on the inside

With a streamline design on the outside, 
Siemens fridge freezers are just as elegant 
inside. Superbly designed with; conveniently 
placed LED lighting, easyLift door shelves,  
a flexiShelf that folds down if you need 
additional shelf storage or neatly folds away  
if you don’t. The bigBox in the freezer that  
is perfect for stacking several pizzas or  
those pre-filled dessert glasses you need 
chilling for your dinner party; there’s a  
place for everything.

Plumbed in water and ice dispensers give you 
access to fresh water and ice both day and night.

noFrost

No ice build up on freezer walls or food packaging

Who has time to defrost the freezer? Those with a Siemens noFrost 
freezer do, because there simply is no need to. Using an air circulation 
system to remove humidity and stop frost and ice building up on the 
freezer walls and packaging, the freezer looks after itself. Hassle free, 
you won’t need to turn off the freezer to defrost and you can enjoy 
fresher food, no more soggy packaging and a frost free freezer for life.

lowFrost
    

Because life’s too short 
For those models that come with lowFrost life is still made easier. 
lowFrost reduces the build-up of frost by up to 50%, meaning that  
you don’t need to defrost the freezer as often, only once every  
18 months to 2 years*. Designed to save you time and provide  
added convenience, you can spend your time on the things you  
enjoy, not defrosting your freezer.

*Dependent on how many times the door is opened and closed.

Designed for an easy life.
With noFrost technology you’ll never have the job of defrosting  
the freezer again.

3

1

2

4
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Enjoy fresher food for up to three times longer thanks to 
hyperFresh premium 0°C. Simply select the kind of fruits 
and vegetables you want to store with the new control and 
let the drawer regulate how much humidity your food 
receives. With the 0°C drawer, fish and meat can also be 
stored in the perfect temperature.

Formerly known as vitaFresh.

The hyperFresh drawer offers freshness for longer thanks 
to the rippled bottom which allows cool air to circulate 
around your fruit and vegetables easily. As a result, you 
can see the quality and feel the freshness.

Formerly known as crisperBox.

The search ends here.

To find the appliance that’s 
right for you, or to find out 
more about the features, 
just visit our website:  
siemens-home.co.uk

Fresh, fresher, hyperFresh.

hyperFresh premium. Fresh for up to three times longer.

hyperFresh. Enjoy freshness longer.Reduce food wastage and take control of what you eat and when with hyperFresh.  
By providing the ideal environment, the hyperFresh storage system keeps your food 
fresh for as long as it needs to – and even longer – so you can enjoy your food whatever 
comes up in your life.

The new hyperFresh plus drawer doesn’t just store fruit 
and vegetables, it provides them with the right conditions 
to keep them fresh for up to two times longer than usual. 
Whether it’s fruits or vegetables, simply switch the control 
and the humidity will be adjusted for optimum storage of 
your food.

Formerly known as hydroFresh.

The two hyperFresh premium 0°C drawers are especially 
designed for the cooling needs of fish and meat. Keep 
them fresher in ideal conditions near 0°C for up to two 
times longer. The separate compartments also avoid 
unpleasant smells to transfer and both boxes can be easily 
pulled out with one hand to make room for other foods 
and drinks, cooling them down quicker and providing 
refreshing drinks sooner.

Formerly known as coolBox.

hyperFresh plus. Fresh for up to two times longer.

hyperFresh premium 0°C. Custom freshness for 
fish and meat.
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multiAirflow-
System

Optimum temperature guaranteed

The multiAirflow System keeps food at the 
optimum temperature by circulating air around 
the fridge evenly to maintain the temperature 
on all shelves. This ensures freshness and saves 
energy as the system cools down new warmer 
food entering the fridge 40% faster than a 
standard fridge, because the motor doesn’t 
need to work as hard to cool the fridge down.

LED

Elegant, energy efficient lighting

LED lighting is the most efficient lighting 
available. Now integrated seamlessly into the 
side walls of the fridge, they give maximum 
illumination and no loss of fridge space. The 
freezer drawer is also lit in the same way with 
bright, non-glare light.

bigBox
 

 

Perfect for entertaining

Big enough for your lifestyle, the bigBox has the 
capacity for storing whole frozen turkeys, as well 
as the height to hold dessert glasses upright. 
Ideal for the holidays and entertaining alike.

Energy
More efficiency,
more performance

Packed with ingenious and energy efficient solutions, a Siemens appliance 
is perfectly designed for your convenience and practicality. And there 
is so much more that you won’t even see, including the environmental 
benefits. Perhaps the most important is the energy efficient technology 
that is designed to keep your food fresher for longer. Storing foods at their 
optimum humidity and temperature creates less food wastage, meaning 
fewer trips to the supermarket, cutting food bills.

The multiAirflow System helps to circulate air around the fridge evenly, 
meaning that temperatures on all shelves are maintained to keep air 
fresher for longer. This also saves energy as the multiAirflow System  
cools down new warmer food entering the fridge 40% faster than a 
standard fridge meaning the motor doesn’t need to work as hard to  
cool the fridge down.

When you’re on holiday or a long business trip Holiday Mode will ensure 
that your food in the freezer stays cold enough to maintain freshness. Our 
fridges also feature a warning alarm that alerts you when the fridge door 
has been left open, ensuring that energy isn’t needlessly wasted and 
preserving the food inside, both save money and energy usage.

Precise temperature control  
at your fingertips

With easy to use electronic controls Siemens 
fridge freezers never leave you in the dark.  
The electronic display allows you to precisely 
set and change the temperature of your fridge 
and freezer and select certain modes, such as 
Holiday Mode, putting the power of your new 
fridge freezer at your finger tips. 

For complete peace of mind, all Siemens appliances come with 
a free 2 year warranty as standard. A free 5 year warranty is 
available on selected freestanding models, where indicated, 
which covers parts, labour and call-out charges.

iSensoric technology

Siemens iSensoric is the ground-breaking 
innovation in cooling. An innovation that gives 
it a more than unique ability: thinking. It 
stands for automatically detecting, calculating 
and controlling the whole cooling process, so 
you can get on with your day.

Consistent features across the  
iQ range of fridge freezers.

5 Year
Warranty

6160



noFrost

5 Year
Warranty

lowFrost coolBox

vitaFresh

multiAirflow-
System touchControltouchControl

63 65 6764 66

KG39FPI30 stainless steel anti-fingerprint

KG49NAI32G stainless steel anti-fingerprint

KG36NAI32 stainless steel anti-fingerprint

KG36NSB40 stainless steel KG39NAZ32G stainless steel

KG36DVI30G stainless steel anti-fingerprint

KG34NVI30G stainless steel anti-fingerprint
KG34NVW30G white

      

KG34NVI20G stainless steel anti-fingerprint 
KG34NVW20G white

KG39NLB35 black glass

KG36NAB35G black
KG36NAW35G white

KG39VVI31G stainless steel anti-fingerprint 
KG39VVW31G white

Fridge Freezers Fridge Freezers

Fridge Freezers (continued) Fridge Freezers (continued)

Fridge Freezers (continued) Fridge Freezers (continued)

Fridge Freezers (continued)

Fridge Freezers (continued)

Tried and tested

All Siemens fridges and freezers are built  
to last. And rigorous testing ensures that  
our products meet all the requirements  
of our customers. Every single one of our 
appliances is tested before it leaves the 
factory. For 24 hours a day, components  
are tested continuously to the maximum 
tolerance possible for the equivalent lifetime  
of the appliance.

The shelves are strong enough to take 20kg  
of weight and our doors are weighted and 
then opened and closed by the handle 
200,000 times during testing to ensure they 
are robust (200,000 times is equivalent to 
opening and closing the door 27 times per day 
for 20 years). Materials are not only tested for 
suitability and longevity, we also look at how 
they sound and feel when we use them.

This means that a 60cm refrigeration appliance will fit into that exact niche – 
no need for ventilation clearance, and the special door hinges mean the door 
will open within that space. So, it’s easy to update your old energy guzzling 
55cm model and replace it with a new, energy efficient 60cm model.

Siemens fridge 
freezers and 
upright fridges  
and freezers  
do not need any  
space at the sides 
for ventilation.

Save space in your kitchen.

No side clearance required.

Elegant, functional and 
packed with technology your 
new Siemens fridge freezer  
is going to become a talking 
point in your kitchen.

Whether you want an American style fridge 
freezer that has the wow-factor; stand alone, 
under counter or a side by side option that  
is going to save you space, Siemens has a wide 
range to choose from. Energy efficient our 
appliances are packed with food preservation 
and flexible storage solutions that are going to 
suit your hectic lifestyle. With a stylish design 
that fits into any modern home our high spec 
fridge freezers are no longer just a place to 
store your favourite foods.

Welcome  
to a range 
designed 
around you.

Exceptional design allied with seriously 
innovative technology is the basis of these, 
our premium models.

Exuding class and refinement, these 
machines unite first-class features with 
top-class technology.

Good looking appliances with Siemens 
build quality equipped with an attractive 
selection of smart features.

Quick feature guide
Your quick reference guide to the 
ground-breaking technologies to be found 
on our range of cooling appliances.

KG36NVI45G stainless steel anti-fingerprint
KG36NVW45G white

Fridge Freezers (continued)

Energy

Energy

Energy

Energy

Fridge Freezers (continued) Fridge Freezers (continued)

Key features 

• Fridge capacity: 241 litres
• Noise level: 42dB (A) re 1pw
• Electronic control (2 LED 

chains)
• 4 safety glass shelves of which 

3 are height adjustable
• 3 transparent freezer drawers
• Bottle rack
• superCool and superFreeze 

function with automatic 
deactivation

• Dimensions (HxWxD): 200 x 
60 x 65cm

5 Year
Warranty

noFrost

lowFrost coolBox

vitaFresh

multiAirflow-
System touchControltouchControl

5 Year
Warranty

noFrost

lowFrost coolBox

vitaFresh

multiAirflow-
System touchControltouchControl

Key features 

• Fridge capacity: 241 litres
• Noise level: 42dB (A) re 1pw
• Electronic control (2 LED  

chains)
• 4 safety glass shelves of which  

3 are height adjustable
• 3 transparent freezer drawers
• Bottle rack
• superCool and superFreeze  

function with automatic  
deactivation

• LED lights
• Dimensions (HxWxD):  

200 x 60 x 65cm

Energy

Key features 

• Fridge capacity: 395 litres
• Noise level: 43dB (A) re 1pw
• 4 safety glass shelves of  

which 3 are height adjustable
• 3 transparent freezer drawers
• Bottle rack
• superCool and superFreeze  

function with automatic  
deactivation

• LED lights
• Dimensions (HxWxD): 200  

x 70 x 62cm

5 Year
Warranty

noFrost

lowFrost coolBox

vitaFresh

multiAirflow-
System touchControltouchControl

noFrost

5 Year
Warranty

lowFrost coolBox

vitaFresh

multiAirflow-
System touchControltouchControl

Key features 

• Fridge capacity: 366 litres
• Noise level: 39dB (A) re 1pw
• Electronic control (LED chain)
• 5 safety glass shelves of which  

3 are height adjustable
• 3 transparent freezer drawers
• Bottle rack
• superCool and superFreeze  

function with automatic  
deactivation

• LED lights
• Dimensions (HxWxD): 203 x  

60 x 66cm

Energy

Key features 

• Fridge capacity: 285 litres
• Noise level: 43dB (A) re 1pw
• Electronic control (LED chain)
• 3 safety glass shelves of which  

2 are height adjustable
• 3 transparent freezer drawers
• Bottle rack
• superCool and superFreeze  

function with automatic  
deactivation

• LED lights
• Dimensions (HxWxD):  

186 x 60 x 65cm

5 Year
Warranty

noFrost

lowFrost coolBox

vitaFresh

multiAirflow-
System touchControltouchControl

Key features 

• Fridge capacity: 324 litres
• Noise level: 39dB (A) re 1pw
• Electronic control (LED chain)
• 4 safety glass shelves of which  

2 are height adjustable
• 3 transparent freezer drawers
• Bottle rack
• superCool and superFreeze  

function with automatic  
deactivation

• LED lights
• Dimensions (HxWxD):  

186 x 60 x 66cm

5 Year
Warranty

noFrost

lowFrost coolBox

vitaFresh

multiAirflow-
System touchControltouchControl

EnergyEnergy

noFrost

5 Year
Warranty

lowFrost coolBox

vitaFresh

multiAirflow-
System touchControltouchControl

noFrost

5 Year
Warranty

lowFrost coolBox

vitaFresh

multiAirflow-
System touchControltouchControl

Key features 

• Fridge capacity: 285 litres
• Noise level: 40dB (A) re 1 pw
• Electronic control (2 LED 

chains)
• 3 safety glass shelves of which 

2 are height adjustable
• 3 transparent freezer drawers
• Bottle rack
• superCool and superFreeze 

function with automatic 
deactivation

• LED lights
• Dimensions (HxWxD):  

185 x 60 x 64cm

KG36NAW22G white

Fridge Freezers (continued)
Energy

noFrost

5 Year
Warranty

lowFrost coolBox

vitaFresh

multiAirflow-
System touchControltouchControl

Key features 

• Fridge capacity: 289 litres
• Noise level: 44dB (A) re 1 pw
• Electronic control (2 LED 

chains)
• 3 safety glass shelves of which 

2 are height adjustable
• 3 transparent freezer drawers
• Bottle rack
• superCool and superFreeze 

function with automatic 
deactivation

• LED lights
• Dimensions (HxWxD):  

185 x 60 x 60cm

Key features 

• Fridge capacity: 313 litres
• Noise level: 43dB (A) re 1 pw
• Electronic control (2 LED chains)
• 3 safety glass shelves of which 2 

are height adjustable
• 3 transparent freezer drawers
• Bottle rack
• superCool and superFreeze 

function with automatic 
deactivation

• LED lights
• Dimensions (HxWxD):  

200 x 60 x 60cm

Energy

Fridge Freezers (continued)

noFrost

5 Year
Warranty

lowFrost coolBox

vitaFresh

multiAirflow-
System touchControltouchControl

Key features 

• Fridge capacity: 285 litres
• Noise level: 43dB (A) re 1 pw
• Electronic control (2 LED 

chains)
• 3 safety glass shelves of which 

2 are height adjustable
• 3 transparent freezer drawers
• Bottle rack
• superCool and superFreeze 

function with automatic 
deactivation

• LED lights
• Dimensions (HxWxD):  

185 x 60 x 64cm

Energy

Fridge Freezers (continued)

KG36NHI32 stainless steel anti-fingerprint

noFrost

5 Year
Warranty

lowFrost coolBox

vitaFresh

multiAirflow-
System touchControltouchControl

Key features 

• Cameras in the fridge: remote 
monitoring and control

• Fridge capacity: 320 litres
• Noise level: 42dB (A) re 1pw
• Electronic control (LED chain)
• 4 safety glass shelves of which  

2 are height adjustable
• 3 transparent freezer drawers
• Bottle rack
• superCool and superFreeze  

function with automatic  
deactivation

• LED lights
• Dimensions (HxWxD):  

187 x 60 x 65cm

Energy

noFrost

5 Year
Warranty

lowFrost coolBox

vitaFresh

multiAirflow-
System touchControltouchControl

Key features 

• Water dispenser with 2.5L  
removable water tank and  
Brita filter

• Fridge capacity: 319 litres
• Noise level: 42dB (A) re 1pw
• 4 safety glass shelves of which  

2 are height adjustable
• 3 transparent freezer drawers
• Bottle rack
• superFreeze function with  

automatic deactivation
• LED lights
• Dimensions (HxWxD):  

185 x 60 x 65cm

Energy

noFrost

5 Year
Warranty

lowFrost coolBox

vitaFresh

multiAirflow-
System touchControltouchControl

Key features 

• Fridge capacity: 199 litres
• Noise level: 42dB (A) re 1pw
• Bright interior LED fridge light  

Electronic control(LED chain)
• 4 safety glass shelves
• 3 transparent freezer drawers
• superFreeze function with  

automatic deactivation
• LED lights
• Dimensions (HxWxD):  

186 x 60 x 65cm

noFrost

5 Year
Warranty

lowFrost

vitaFresh

multiAirflow-
System touchControltouchControl

Key features 

• Fridge capacity: 184 litres
• Noise level: 42dB (A) re 1pw
• Bright interior LED fridge light  

Electronic control(LED chain)
• 3 safety glass shelves of which  

1 are height adjustable
• 3 transparent freezer drawers
• Bottle rack
• superFreeze function with  

automatic deactivation
• LED lights
• Dimensions (HxWxD):  

185 x 60 x 65cm
coolBox

Energy Energy

noFrost

5 Year
Warranty

lowFrost coolBox

vitaFresh

multiAirflow-
System touchControltouchControl

Key features 

• Fridge capacity: 248 litres
• Noise level: 39dB (A) re 1pw
• Electronic control (LED chain)
• 5 safety glass shelves of which  

2 are height adjustable
• 3 transparent freezer drawers
• Bottle rack
• superFreeze function with  

automatic deactivation
• LED lights
• Dimensions (HxWxD):  

201 x 60 x 65cm

Key features 

• Fridge capacity: 324 litres
• Noise level: 39dB (A) re 1pw
• Electronic control (LED chain)
• 4 safety glass shelves of  

which 2 are height adjustable
• 3 transparent freezer drawers
• Bottle rack
• superCool and superFreeze  

function with automatic  
deactivation

• LED lights
• Dimensions (HxWxD):  

186 x 60 x 66cm

Energy

Energy efficiency class All Siemens cooling 
appliances are rated at least A+ for energy 
efficiency, which means they use 40% less 
energy compared to their A-rated equivalents.

Siemens ecoPlus award To help you spot  
the real energy-saving champions, the most 
efficient appliances in our range carry  
a Siemens ecoPlus award logo.

airfreshFilter

airFresh filter Shelves separate food, the 
airFresh filter separates smells, ensuring that 
the fridge smells fresh at all times.

anti
Fingerprint

antiFingerprint Keeps the fridge looking  
sleek and spotless on the outside, adding  
to the overall ambiance of the kitchen.

bigBox

bigBox The bigBox has the capacity for storing 
whole frozen turkeys, as well as the height  
to hold dessert glasses upright, ideal for the 
holidays and entertaining alike.

  coolBox

hyperFresh premium 0ºC / coolBox Ideal for 
storing meat and fish, these boxes create an 
environment that is almost 3°C cooler than the 
rest of the fridge. 
 
 
 
 
 
hyperFresh / crisperBox Keep food fresh in 
this fruit and vegetable drawer with ripped 
bottom which allows cool air to circulate 
around your food easily.

easyLift

easyLift Easily adjustable door trays and glass 
shelves that can be moved even when full. 
Now that’s convenience.

flexiShelf

flexiShelf Extra height, extra storage space, 
extra length, flexiShelf gives you the flexibility 
within your fridge, depending on your needs.

   hydroFresh    

hyperFresh plus / hydroFresh Locking in 
minerals and nutrients, fresh food can last 
twice as long as it does in a standard vegetable 
drawer in the Siemens hyperFresh Plus / 
hydroFresh drawer.

Electronic

LED electronic displays Allows the user 
precision control over the temperature, ideal to 
accommodate different types of foods or 
quantity within the fridge/freezer.

lowFrost

lowFrost reduces the build-up of frost  
by up to 50%, meaning that there is no need 
to defrost the freezer as often, only once  
every 18 months to 2 years. 

multiAirflow System Helps to circulate air 
around the fridge evenly, ensuring that 
temperatures on all shelves are the same, 
moderating the fridge temperature when  
new food is added. 
 
 
 
 
 
noFrost Using an air circulation system  
to remove humidity and stop frost and ice 
building up on the freezer walls and 
packaging, noFrost freezers will look after 
themselves.

More efficiency,
more performance

hyperFresh crisperBox

multiAirflow-
System

noFrost

superCool

superCool Ensures that warmer food 
entering the fridge does not increase the 
fridge temperature, which can affect other 
food.

superFreeze

superFreeze superFreezing makes sure that 
warmer food added to the freezer doesn’t  
raise the freezer temperature, stopping food 
partially defrosting. 
 
vitaControl Providing precision temperature 
control in Siemens fridges and freezers 
ensuring optimum freshness.

  vitaFreshvitaFreshvitaFreshvitaFreshvitaFreshvitaFreshvitaFreshvitaFreshvitaFreshvitaFreshvitaFreshvitaFreshvitaFreshvitaFreshvitaFreshvitaFreshvitaFreshvitaFreshvitaFreshvitaFreshvitaFreshvitaFreshvitaFreshvitaFreshvitaFreshvitaFreshvitaFreshvitaFreshvitaFreshvitaFreshvitaFreshvitaFreshvitaFreshvitaFreshvitaFreshvitaFreshvitaFreshvitaFreshvitaFreshvitaFreshvitaFreshvitaFreshvitaFreshvitaFreshvitaFreshvitaFreshvitaFreshvitaFreshvitaFreshvitaFreshvitaFreshvitaFreshvitaFreshvitaFreshvitaFresh

hyperFresh premium / vitaFresh  Keeping 
foods fresher for up to 3 times as long 
compared to a conventional drawer, these 
drawers, perfect for meat, fish and dairy, 
determine how much humidity food receives. 
 
Wrap around evaporator This new 
technology creates more space in the freezer 
cavity, allowing for more innovations like 
bigBox for large food items, plus removable 
glass drawers. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Wi-Fi ready With Wi-Fi enabled Siemens 
home appliances and Home Connect, you 
can manage your home appliances from 
wherever you are and discover more 
possibilities to make your life easier. 
 
 

KG39FSB30 black glass (dot pattern)

Energy

Available Autumn 2016

Available Autumn 2016

KG36NSW31 white glass (dot pattern)

Model does have this feature 

 

Model does not have this feature

Reference key: 

noFrost

noFrost

Fridge Freezers (continued)

KG39NVI32G stainless steel anti-fingerprint
KG39NVW32G white

noFrost

5 Year
Warranty

lowFrost coolBox

vitaFresh

multiAirflow-
System touchControltouchControl

Key features 

• Fridge capacity: 354 litres
• Noise level: 42dB (A) re 1pw
• Electronic control (LED chain)
• 5 safety glass shelves of which  

2 are height adjustable
• 3 transparent freezer drawers
• Bottle rack
• superFreeze function with  

automatic deactivation
• LED lights
• Dimensions (HxWxD):  

201 x 60 x 65cm

Energy

noFrost

5 Year
Warranty

lowFrost coolBox

vitaFresh

multiAirflow-
System touchControltouchControl

KG30NVI20G stainless steel anti-fingerprint
KG30NVW20G white

Fridge Freezers (continued)
Energy

Key features 

• Fridge capacity: 184 litres
• Noise level: 42dB (A) re 1 pw
• Electronic control (LED chain)
• 4 safety glass shelves of which  

3 are height adjustable
• 3 transparent freezer drawers
• Bottle rack
• superFreeze function with  

automatic deactivation
• LED lights
• Dimensions (HxWxD):  

170 x 60 x 65cm
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KS36VVI30G stainless steel anti-fingerprint
KS36VVW30G white
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KS29VVW30G white

KS36FPI30 stainless steel anti-fingerprint

KS36VBW30G white

KS36WPI30 stainless steel anti-fingerprint

KS36VAI41G stainless steel anti-fingerprint
KS36VAW31G white (A++)

Upright fridges Upright fridges

Upright fridges (continued) Upright fridges (continued)

Upright fridges (continued) Upright fridges (continued)

Energy

Key features 

• Noise level: 41dB (A) re 1pw
• Electronic LED display
• 5 safety glass shelves of which  

3 are height adjustable
• Door trays in fridge door: 1 large  

and 2 small
• 1 Dairy compartment in door
• Dimensions (HxWxD):  

186 x 60 x 65cm
superCool

5 Year
Warranty

touchControltouchControl

airfreshFilterElectronic

300 l

Total capacity

Energy

superCool

5 Year
Warranty

touchControltouchControl

airfreshFilterElectronic

346 l

Total capacity

Key features 

• Noise level: 39dB (A) re 1pw
• Electronic LED display
• 7 safety glass shelves of which 5  

are height adjustable
• flexiShelf – easy to pull down if 

required, space saving if not in  
use

• Door trays in fridge door:  
2 large and 2 small

• 1 Dairy compartment in door
• LED lights
• Dimensions (HxWxD):  

187 x 60 x 65cm

Key features 

• Noise level: 39dB (A) re 1pw
• Indoor touch control  

electronics with digital display
• 7 safety glass shelves of which  

5 are height adjustable
• flexiShelf – easy to pull down  

if required, space saving if  
not in use

• Door shelves in fridge door:  
2 large and 2 small

• 1 Dairy compartment in door
• LED lights
• Dimensions (HxWxD):  

186 x 60 x 65cm

superCool

5 Year
Warranty

touchControltouchControl

airfreshFilterElectronic

346 l

Total capacity

superCool

5 Year
Warranty

vitaFresh

touchControltouchControl

airfreshFilterElectronic

346 l

Total capacity

Key features 

• Noise level: 39dB (A) re 1pw
• Electronic LED display
• 7 safety glass shelves of which  

5 are height adjustable
• flexiShelf – easy to pull down if 

required, space saving if not  
in use

• Door shelves in fridge door:  
2 large and 2 small

• 1 Dairy compartment in door
• LED lights
• Dimensions (HxWxD):  

186 x 60 x 65cm

Energy

Key features 

• Noise level: 39dB (A) re 1pw
• Electronic control (LED chain)
• 7 safety glass shelves of which  

5 are height adjustable
• Door shelves in fridge door:  

2 large and 2 small
• 1 Dairy compartment in door
• LED lights
• Dimensions (HxWxD):  

186 x 60 x 65cm
superCool

5 Year
Warranty

vitaFresh

touchControltouchControl

airfreshFilterElectronic

346 l

Total capacity

superCool

5 Year
Warranty

vitaFresh

touchControltouchControl

airfreshFilterElectronic

290 l

Total capacity

Key features 

• Noise level: 39dB (A) re 1pw
• Electronic control (LED chain)
• 6 safety glass shelves of which 4 are 

height adjustable
• Door shelves in fridge door: 1 large  

and 2 small
• 1 Dairy compartment in door
• LED lights
• Dimensions (HxWxD): 161 x 60 x 65cm

Energy Energy

EnergyEnergy

KG33VVI31G stainless steel anti-fingerprint
KG33VVW31G white

KG39NXI35 stainless steel anti-fingerprint

KG36VVI32G stainless steel anti-fingerprint 
KG36VVW33G white

Fridge Freezers (continued)

Key features 

• Fridge capacity: 213 litres
• Noise level: 39dB (A) re 1pw
• Electronic control (LED chain)
• 4 safety glass shelves of which  

2 are height adjustable
• 3 transparent freezer drawers
• Bottle rack
• superFreeze function with  

automatic deactivation
• LED lights
• Dimensions (HxWxD):  

186 x 60 x 65cm

noFrost

5 Year
Warranty

lowFrost coolBox

vitaFresh

multiAirflow-
System touchControltouchControl

Energy

Energy

Energy

noFrost

5 Year
Warranty

lowFrost coolBox

vitaFresh

multiAirflow-
System touchControltouchControl

noFrost

5 Year
Warranty

lowFrost coolBox

vitaFresh

multiAirflow-
System touchControltouchControl

Key features 

• Fridge capacity: 213 litres
• Noise level: 39dB (A) re 1pw
• Electronic control (LED chain)
• 4 safety glass shelves of which  

2 are height adjustable
• 3 transparent freezer drawers
• Bottle rack
• superFreeze function with  

automatic deactivation
• LED lights
• Dimensions (HxWxD):  

176 x 60 x 65cm

Key features 

• Fridge capacity: 366 litres
• Noise level: 39dB (A) re 1 pw
• Electronic control (LED chain)
• 4 safety glass shelves of which 2 

are height adjustable
• 3 transparent freezer drawers
• Bottle rack
• superCool and superFreeze 

function with automatic 
deactivation

• LED lights
• Dimensions (HxWxD): 186 x 60 

x 66cm

Available Autumn 2016

KG36NVW32G white

Energy

noFrost

5 Year
Warranty

lowFrost coolBox

vitaFresh

multiAirflow-
System touchControltouchControl

Key features 

• Fridge capacity: 233 litres
• Noise level: 42dB (A) re 1 pw
• Electronic control (LED chain)
• 4 safety glass shelves of which 2 

are height adjustable
• 3 transparent freezer drawers
• Bottle rack
• superFreeze function with 

automatic deactivation
• LED lights
• Dimensions (HxWxD): 186 x 60 

x 65cm
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• Dimensions (HxWxD cm): 
177.0 x 91.0 x 72.0

• Noise level: 43 dB
• Net fridge and freezer 

capacity: 523 litres
• Annual energy 

consumption: 432 kWh
• 4 safety glass shelves and 2 

freezer shelves
• superCool function
• superFreeze function

Key features

• Dimensions (HxWxD cm): 
177.0 x 91.0 x 72.0

• Noise level: 44 dB
• Net fridge and freezer 

capacity: 573 litres
• Annual energy 

consumption: 475 kWh
• 4 safety glass shelves and 2 

freezer shelves
• superCool function
• superFreeze function

Key features

KA92NLB35G

• Dimensions (HxWxD cm): 
175.6 x 91.0 x 72.5

• Noise level: 43 dB
• Net fridge and freezer 

capacity: 592 litres
• Annual energy 

consumption: 385 kWh
• 4 safety glass shelves and 2 

freezer shelves
• superCool function
• superFreeze function

Key features

• Dimensions (HxWxD cm): 
175.6 x 91.0 x 72.5

• Noise level: 43 dB
• Net fridge and freezer 

capacity: 541 litres
• Annual energy 

consumption: 443 kWh
• 4 safety glass shelves and 2 

freezer shelves
• superCool function
• superFreeze function

Key features

American style fridge freezers 

KA92DAI20G

American style fridge freezers 

KA90IVI20G KA90NVI20G

American style fridge freezers American style fridge freezers 

5 Year
Warranty

multiAirflow-
System

superCool

hyperFresh
plus

airfreshFilter

noFrost

superFreeze

5 Year
Warranty

multiAirflow-
System

superCool

fresh
Protectbox

airfreshFilter

noFrost

superFreeze

5 Year
Warranty

multiAirflow-
System

superCool

fresh
Protectbox

airfreshFilter

noFrost

superFreeze

5 Year
Warranty

multiAirflow-
System

superCool

hyperFresh
plus

airfreshFilter

noFrost

superFreeze

Energy Energy

Energy Energy

GS36NVI30G stainless steel anti-fingerprint
GS36NVW30G white

GS36DPI20 stainless steel anti-fingerprint

GS58NAW41 white

GS36NBW30G white

GS36NAI31 stainless steel anti-fingerprint
GS36NAW31G white

GS29NVW30G white

Upright freezers Upright freezers (continued)

Extra large upright freezer

Upright freezers (continued) Upright freezers (continued)

Upright freezers (continued)

Energy Energy

Energy Energy

Key features 

• Noise level: 42dB (A) re 1pw
• Electronic LED display
• activeCooling – quick and  

even temperature distribution  
on all shelf levels (interior  
fridge fan)

• Number of freezer flaps: 2
• 5 transparent freezer drawers
• 4 star freezer rating
• Dimensions (HxWxD):  

186 x 60 x 65cm

5 Year
Warranty

touchControltouchControl

210 l

Total capacity

Key features 

• Noise level: 42dB (A) re 1pw
• Electronic control (LED display)
• activeCooling – quick and even 

temperature distribution on all  
shelf levels (interior fridge fan)

• Number of freezer flaps: 2
• 5 transparent freezer drawers
• 4 star freezer rating
• Dimensions (HxWxD):  

186 x 60 x 65cm

noFrost

bigBox

iceTwisteTT r
anti
Fingerprint

anti
Fingerprint

anti
Fingerprint

anti
Fingerprint

anti
Fingerprint

anti
Fingerprint

superFreeze

5 Year
Warranty

touchControltouchControl

237 l

Total capacity

noFrost

bigBox

iceTwister

superFreeze

Key features 

• Noise level: 41dB (A) re 1pw
• Electronic control (LED display)
• activeCooling – quick and even 

temperature distribution on all  
shelf levels (interior fridge fan)

• Number of freezer flaps: 3
• 5 transparent freezer drawers
• 4 star freezer rating
• Dimensions (HxWxD):  

191 x 70 x 78cm

5 Year
Warranty

touchControltouchControl

360 l

Total capacity

Key features 

• Noise level: 42dB (A) re 1pw
• Electronic control (LED display)
• activeCooling – quick and even 

temperature distribution on all  
shelf levels (interior fridge fan)

• Number of freezer flaps: 2
• 5 transparent freezer drawers
• 4 star freezer rating
• Dimensions (HxWxD):  

186 x 60 x 65cm

noFrost

bigBox

iceTwister

superFreeze

5 Year
Warranty

touchControltouchControl

237 l

Total capacity

noFrost

bigBox

iceTwister

superFreeze

Key features 

• Noise level: 42dB (A) re 1pw
• Electronic control (LED chain)
• activeCooling – quick and even 

temperature distribution on all  
shelf levels (interior fridge fan)

• Number of freezer flaps: 2
• 5 transparent freezer drawers
• 4 star freezer rating
• Dimensions (HxWxD):  

186 x 60 x 65cm

5 Year
Warranty

touchControltouchControl

237 l

Total capacity

noFrost

bigBox

iceTwisteTT r

superFreeze

Energy

Key features 

• Noise level: 42dB (A) re 1pw
• activeCooling – quick and even 

temperature distribution on all shelf 
levels (interior fridge fan)

• Number of freezer flaps: 1
• 5 transparent freezer drawers
• Dimensions (HxWxD): 161 x 60 x 65cm

5 Year
Warranty

touchControltouchControl

195 l

Total capacity

noFrost

bigBox

iceTwisteTT r

superFreeze

Energy
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Appliance type Single door upright fridges

Design family

Model number stainless steel anti-fingerprint KS36FPI30 KS36WPI30 – KS36VAI41G (A+++) KS36VVI30G –
 black – – – – – –
 white – – KS36VBW30G KS36VAW31G KS36VVW30G KS29VVW30G
Performance and consumption
Energy efficiency class A++ A++ A++ A+++ / A++ A++ A++
Annual energy consumption¹ (kWh) 124 112 112 112 112 107
Total unit net capacity (litres) – – – – – –
Refrigerator net capacity (litres) 300 346 346 346 346 290
Freezer net capacity (litres) – – – – – –
Noise level dB (A) re 1 pW 41 39 39 39 39 39
Design features
Colour of side panels Chrome inox 

metallic
Chrome inox 
metallic

White Chrome inox metal-
lic/White

Chrome inox metal-
lic/White

White

Type of vertical handle Bar Bar Bar Bar Bar Bar
Door hinge Left reversible Left Left reversible Left reversible Left reversible Left reversible

LED light • • • • • •
Number of compressors 1 1 1 1 1 1
Number of cooling circuits 1 1 1 1 1 1
Number of evaporators – – – – – –
Food freshness system 
Range of temperature (°C) – – – – – –
activeCooling – – • • • •
Humidity control drawer – • • • • •
Anti-bacterial air filter – – – – – –
multiAirflow system – – – – – –
Food preservation containers – hydroFresh / coolBox hydroFresh / coolBox hydroFresh / coolBox crisperBox crisperBox
Temperature adjustable – – – – – –
hyperFresh Premium humidity controlled drawer • • – – – –
hyperFresh Plus humidity controlled drawer – – • • – –
hyperFresh humidity controlled drawer – – – – • •
Key features – Fridge section
Bottle rack – – – – • •
Fully extendable glass shelves for easy reach – – • • – –
No. of temperature zones 2 – – – – –
Shelves for bottles – – – – – –
Can holder – – – – – –
Number of glass safety shelves 5 7 7 7 7 6
Number of adjustable shelves 3 5 5 5 5 4

Type of shelves – – – – – –
Drawers with telescopic rails Full extension – – – – –
Number of door bins – – – – – –
easyLift flexible shelf in door – – • • – –
Number of shelves in door (including easyLift) 5 5 4 4 4 3
Thermometer fridge section Digital  Interior digital Digital 7 segment Digital 7 segment Digital LED Digital LED

Thermometer freezer section – – – – – –
Fast cooling switch • • • • • –
Included accessories 1 x egg tray 1 x egg tray 1 x egg tray 1 x egg tray 1 x egg tray 1 x egg tray
Key features – Freezer section
Number of drawers (including bigBox) – – – – – –
Number of freezing flaps – – – – – –
Shelf material – – – – – –
Frost build up in freezer – – – – – –
superFreeze switch – – – – – –
Shelf adjustability – – – – – –
Automatic motor-driven ice-maker – – – – – –
Water filter replacement indicator – – – – – –
Water tank – – – – – –
Type of control – – – – – –
Dispenser – – – – – –

Included accessories – Water filter – – – –

Optional accessories KS36ZAL00 KS36ZAL00
KS63Z000

– – – –

Functions
Electronic display 1 x LCD display 1 x LCD display 1 x LCD display 1 x LCD display 1 x LCD display –
Warning/malfunction signal • • • • • –
Dimensions and installation
Climate class² SN-ST SN-T SN-T SN-T SN-T SN-T
Height of the product (mm) 1860 1870 1860 1860 1860 1610
Width of the product (mm) 600 600 600 600 600 600
Depth of the product (mm) 650 650 650 650 650 650
Depth with open door 90 degree (mm) 1200 – – – – –

• Yes, model has this feature. – Feature not available for this model.
1 Actual energy consumption will depend on how the appliance is used and where it is located.
2 Climate zone SN = designed to operate in ambient temperature of +10°C to 32°C.
 Climate zone T = designed to operate in ambient temperature of +18°C to 43°C.

Single door upright freezers

GS36DPI20 – – GS36NAI31 GS36NVI30G –
– – – – – –
– GS36NBW30G GS58NAW41 GS36NAW31G GS36NVW30G GS29NVW30G

A+ A++ A+++ A++ A++ A++
279 234 201 234 234 211
– – – – – –
– – – – – –
210 237 360 237 237 195
42 42 41 42 42 42

Chrome inox metallic White White Chrome inox metallic/
White

Chrome inox metallic/
White

White

Bar Bar Bar Bar Bar Bar
Right Right reversible Right reversible Right reversible Right reversible Right reversible

• • • • – –
1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
– – – – – 1

– – – – – –
– – – – – –
– – – – – –

– – – – – –
– – – – – –
• • • • • •
– – – – – –
– – – – – –
– – – – – –
– – – – – –

– – – – – –
– – – – – –
– – – – – –
– – – – – –
– – – – – –
– – – – – – 
– – – – – –

– – – – – –
– – – – – –
– – – – – –
– – – – – –
– – – – – –
– – – – – –

Digital Digital Digital Digital Digital Digital
– – – – – –
– – – – – –

6 5 6 7 7 5
2 2 3 2 2 1
– Glass Glass Glass Glass Glass
noFrost noFrost noFrost noFrost noFrost noFrost
• • • • • •
– – – – – –
• – – – – –
– – – – – –
– – – – – –
– – – – – –
Crushed ice 
Ice cubes
Quick ice
Water 
Water filter

– – – – –

– 3 x ice packs 2 x ice packs 3 x ice packs 2 x ice packs
1 x ice cube tray

3 x ice packs

KS36ZAL00
KS63Z000

KS36ZAL00
KS36ZAW00

– KS36ZAL00
KS36ZAW00

KS36ZAL00
KS36ZAW00

KS36ZAL00
KS36ZAW00

– – – – – –
– – – – – –

SN-T SN-T SN-T SN-T SN-T SN-T
1860 1860 1910 1860 1860 1610
600 600 700 600 600 600
650 650 780 650 650 650
1170 – – – – –

Freestanding cooling specifications

For specification details, please log on to siemens-home.co.uk and download a full specification sheet.
For the full range of accessories please visit our online accessory shop on siemens-home.co.uk/store or call our Spares Department on 0844 892 8999
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Freestanding cooling specifications

KG36DVI30G – KG39NVI32G KG34NVI30G KG34NVI20G KG30NVI20G - - KG39NAZ32G -
– – – – – – KG36NSB40 - - -
– – – – – – - KG36NSW31 - -
– KG39NXI35 – – – – - - - -
– – KG39NVW32G KG34NVW30G – – - - - -
– – – – KG34NVW20G KG30NVW20G - - - KG36NAW22G

A++ A++ A++ A++ A+ A+ A+++ A++ A++ A+
239 273 250 244 293 266 159 238 260 281
215 279 268 199 184 184 219 219 219 223
94 87 86 105 93 66 66 66 94 66
42 39 42 42 42 42 40 43 43 44

Integrated Integrated Bar Bar Bar Bar Integrated Integrated Bar Bar
• • • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • • •
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
1 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 1
LED/ – LED / LED LED / – LED / – LED / – LED / LED LED / LED LCD / - LED / LED LED / LED

– • • • • • • • • •
– • – – – – • • • •
– – – – – – – – – –
– - – – – – - – – –
– - – – – – - – – –
– – – – – – • • • •
– – – – – – – – – –
– • – – – – – – –
– – • • – – • • • •
• – • • • • – – – –

4-8 0, 4-8 4-8 4-8 4-8 4-8 0,4-8 0,4-8 0,4-8 4-8
• • • • • • • • • •
4 5 5 4 4 4 3 3 3 3
3 3 3 2 2 1 2 2 2 2
1 3 3 2 2 1 1 1 1 1
1 3 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2
Interior / Digital Exterior / Digital Interior / Digital Interior / Digital Interior / Digital Interior / Digital Interior / Digital Exterior / Digital Exterior / Digital Exterior / Digital

– – – – – – - - - -
3 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
– – - – – – - - - -
4 5 5 4 4 4 3 3 3 3
2.5 – – – – – - - - -
• – – – – – - - - -
– – – – – – – – – –

1 x egg tray 3 x egg tray
1 x berry tray 
1 x egg tray

1 x berry tray 
1 x egg tray 1 x egg tray 1 x egg tray

“1 x berry tray
1 x ice cube tray”

“1 x berry tray
2 x ice cube tray”

“1 x berry tray
2 x ice cube tray”

“1 x berry tray
2 x egg tray”

noFrost noFrost noFrost noFrost noFrost noFrost noFrost noFrost noFrost noFrost
– – – – – – - - - -
23 16 16 16 14 13 17 17 18 17
• • • • • • • • • •
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
1 x ice cube tray 1 x ice cube tray 

with lid
1 x ice cube tray 1 x ice cube tray 1 x ice cube tray 1 x ice cube tray “2 x ice packs

3 x ice cube tray”
“2 x ice packs
3 x ice cube tray”

“2 x ice packs
3 x ice cube tray”

“2 x ice packs
3 x ice cube tray”

– Visual and 
audible

Visual and 
audible

Visual and 
audible

No signal No signal Visual and audible Visual and audible Visual and audible Visual and audible

– • • • – – • • • •
– – – – – – - • - -

SN-T SN-T SN-T SN-T SN-T SN-T SN-T SN-T SN-T SN-T
125 100 160 160 120 120 160 160 160 160
309 366 354 304 280 252 285 285 313 289
217 290 276 207 191 191 230 230 230 230
95 110 110 130 127 100 100 100 128 100
– – – – – – 33 33 33 33
– 24 – – – – – – – –
1860 2030 2010 1860 1850 1700 1850 1850 2000 1850
600 600 600 600 600 600 600 600 600 600
• • • • • • - - • •
650 660 650 650 650 740 640 640 600 600
- 1210 - - 1170 1170 1180 1180 1180 1180

Appliance type Fridge freezers

Design family

Model number  stainless steel anti-fingerprint KG39FPI30 – KG49NAI32G – KG36NAI32 –
 black glass – KG39FSB30 – KG39NLB35 – – – –
 white glass – – – – – – –
 titanium coloured glass – – – – – – – KG36NHI32
 black – – – – – KG36NAB35G KG36NAW35G –
 white – – – – – – – –
Performance and consumption
Energy efficiency class A++ A++ A++ A++ A++ A++ A++ A++
Annual energy consumption¹ (kWh) 251 251 284 273 238 260 260 258
Refrigerator net capacity (litres) 241 241 303 279 219 237 237 234
Freezer net capacity (litres) 68 68 92 87 66 87 87 86
Noise level (dB (A) re 1 pW) 42 42 43 39 43 39 39 42
Design features
Design of vertical handle Bar Integrated Bar Integrated Bar Bar Bar Bar
Reversible door, hinged on right • • • • • • • –
LED light • • • • • • • •
Number of compressors 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Number of cooling circuits 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2
Number of temperature zones fridge 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Electronic temperature display fridge/freezer LED / LED LED / LED LED / LED LCD / LCD LED / LED LCD / LCD LCD / LCD LED / LED
Food freshness system 
multiAirflow system – – • • • • • •
superCool switch with automatic cut off • • • • • • • •
hyperFresh Plus humidity controlled drawer – – – • – • • •
hyperFresh humidity controlled drawer – – – – – – – –
vitaFresh temperature controlled drawers • • – – – – – –
hydroFresh humidity controlled drawer – – • – • – – –
hyperFresh Plus coolBox chiller drawers – – – • – • • •
hyperFresh coolBox chiller drawers – – – – – – – –
coolBox chiller drawers – – • – • – – –
crisperBox vegetable drawer – – – – – – – –
Key features – fridge section
Range of temperature (°C) 0, 4-8 0, 4-8 0, 4-8 0, 4-8 0, 4-8 0, 4-8 0, 4-8 0, 4-8
Bottle rack • • • • • • • •
Number of safety glass shelves in fridge 4 4 4 5 3 4 4 4
Number of adjustable Shelves in fridge 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2
Number of door bins 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 2
Number of egg racks 0 0 3 3 2 3 3 2
Temperature control and display Interior / Digital Interior / Digital Exterior / Digital Exterior / Digital Exterior / Digital Exterior / Digital Exterior / Digital Exterior / Digital

easyLift flexible shelf in door – – – – – – – –
Number of shelves in door (including easyLift) 3 3 4 4 3 3 3 3
flexiShelf fold down shelf for additional storage – – – – – – – –
Number of shelves in fridge (excluding flexiShelf) 4 4 4 5 3 4 4 4
Capacity of water tank (litres) – – – – – – – –
Water filter with indicator – – – – – – – –
Included accessories – – – • – • • •

1 x berry tray 1 x berry tray
1 x berry tray
2 x ice cube tray 3 x egg tray

1 x berry tray  
2 x egg tray 3 x egg tray 3 x egg tray 2 x egg tray

Key features – freezer section
Frost build up in freezer noFrost noFrost noFrost noFrost noFrost noFrost noFrost noFrost
Thaw water drainage system – – – - – – – –
Storage period in event of power failure (hours) 24 24 16 16 17 16 16 16
superFreeze switch • • • • • • • •
Number of freezer drawers 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
Included accessories 2 x ice packs

1 x ice cube tray
2 x ice packs
1 x ice cube tray

2 x ice packs
2 x ice cube tray

2 x ice packs  
1 x ice cube tray 
with lid

2 x ice packs
3 x ice cube tray

2 x ice packs  
1 x ice cube tray 
with lid

2 x ice packs
1 x ice cube tray 
with lid

2 x ice cube tray

Functions
Warning signal/malfunction Visual and 

audible
Visual and 
audible

Visual and 
audible

Visual and 
audible

Visual and 
audible

Visual and 
audible

Visual and 
audible

Visual and 
audible

Door open indicator freezer • • • • • • • •
Holiday mode – – – – – – – –
Dimensions and installation
Climate class² SN-T SN-T SN-T SN-T SN-T SN-T SN-T SN-T
Connection Rating (watts) 90 90 150 100 160 100 100 160
Total unit net capacity (litres) 309 309 395 366 285 324 324 349
Refrigerator gross capacity (litres) 242 242 317 290 230 247 247 234
Freezer gross capacity (litres) 93 93 123 110 100 110 110 86
vitaFresh compartment net capacity (litres) 92 92 36 – 33 – – –
hyperFresh compartment net capacity (litres) – – – 21 – 21 21 23
Height of the product (mm) 2000 2000 2000 2030 1850 1860 1860 1870
Width of the product (mm) 600 600 700 600 600 600 600 600
Will fit into a 600mm niche – ideal for replacement • – • • • • • •
Depth of the product (mm) 650 650 620 660 600 660 660 650
Depth with open door 90 degree (mm) 1170 1170 1280 1210 1180 1210 1210 1195

• Yes, model has this feature. – Feature not available for this model.
1 Actual energy consumption will depend on how the appliance is used and where it is located.
2 Climate zone SN = designed to operate in ambient temperature of +10°C to 32°C.
 Climate zone T = designed to operate in ambient temperature of +18°C to 43°C.

For specification details, please log on to siemens-home.co.uk and download a full specification sheet.
For the full range of accessories please visit our online accessory shop on siemens-home.co.uk/store or call our Spares Department on 0844 892 8999
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Appliance type American style fridge freezers

Design family

Model number stainless steel anti-fingerprint KA62DP92GB – – KA62DA71GB –
 black – – KA62DS50GB – –
 white – KA62DS21 – – KA62DV00GB
Performance and consumption
Energy efficiency class A+ A+ A+ A+ A+
Annual energy consumption¹ (kWh) 463 463 463 463 454
Total unit net capacity (litres) 528 528 528 528 559
Refrigerator net capacity (litres) 351 351 351 351 382
Freezer net capacity (litres) 177 177 177 177 177
Noise level dB (A) re 1 pW 44 44 44 44 44
Design features
Colour of side panels Stainless steel Silver Silver Chrome inox metallic White

Type of vertical handle Bar Bar Bar Bar Bar
Door hinge Left and right Left and right Left and right Left and right Left and right

LED light – – – – –
Number of compressors 1 1 1 1 1
Number of cooling circuits 2 2 2 2 2
Number of evaporators 2 2 2 2 2
Food freshness system 
Range of temperature (°C) 0, 4-8 0, 4-8 0, 4-8 0, 4-8 0, 4-8
activeCooling – – – – –
Humidity control drawer • • • • •
Anti-bacterial air filter – – – • –
multiAirflow system • • • • •
Temperature adjustable – – – – –
Food preservation containers hydroFresh/

coolBox
hydroFresh/
coolBox

hydroFresh/
coolBox

hydroFresh/
coolBox

hydroFresh/
coolBox

Key features – Fridge section
Bottle rack • • • • •
Fully extendable glass shelves for easy reach – – – – –
No. of temperature zones 2 2 2 2 2
Shelves for bottles • • • • •
Can holder • • • • •
Number of glass safety shelves 4 4 4 4 4
Number of adjustable shelves 3 3 3 3 3
Type of shelves Full extension Full extension Full extension Full extension Full extension
Drawers with telescopic rails Full extension Full extension Full extension Full extension Full extension
Number of door bins 2 2 2 2 2
easyLift flexible shelf in door • • • • •
Number of shelves in door (including easyLift) – – – – –
Thermometer fridge section – – – – –

Thermometer freezer section – – – – –
Fast cooling switch • • • • •
Included accessories 1 x egg tray 1 x egg tray 1 x egg tray 1 x egg tray 1 x egg tray
Key features – Freezer section
Number of drawers (including bigBox) – – – – –
Number of freezing flaps – – – – –
Shelf material – – – – –
Frost build up in freezer noFrost noFrost noFrost noFrost noFrost
superFreeze switch • • • • •
Shelf adjustability • • • • •
Automatic motor-driven ice-maker • • • • •
Water filter replacement indicator • • • • •
Water tank • • • • •
Type of control – – – – –
Dispenser Crushed ice 

Ice cubes
Quick ice
Water 
Water filter

Crushed ice 
Ice cubes
Quick ice
Water 
Water filter

Crushed ice 
Ice cubes
Quick ice
Water 
Water filter

Crushed ice 
Ice cubes
Quick ice
Water 
Water filter

Crushed ice 
Ice cubes
Quick ice
Water 
Water filter

Included accessories 1 x ice pack 
1 x connection hose

2 x ice pack 
1 x connection hose

1 x ice pack 
1 x connection hose

1 x ice pack,  
1 x connection hose

1 x ice pack,  
1 x connection hose

Optional accessories – – – – –
Functions
Electronic display 1 x LCD display 1 x LCD display 1 x LCD display 1 x LCD display 1 x LCD display

Warning/malfunction signal – Visual  
and audible

Visual  
and audible

Visual  
and audible

Visual  
and audible

Dimensions and installation
Climate class² SN-T SN-T SN-T SN-T SN-T
Height of the product (mm) 1756 1756 1756 1756 1756
Width of the product (mm) 910 910 910 910 910
Depth of the product (mm) 726 726 725 725 725
Depth with open door 90 degree (mm) 1158 1158 1158 1158 1158

Appliance type Freestanding bottom freezers

Design family
Model number Chrome inox-metallic – KG36VVI32G – KG33VVI31G –
 White KG39VVW31G – KG36VVW33G – KG33VVW31G
Performance and consumption
Energy efficiency class A++ A++ A++ A++ A++
Annual energy consumption (kWh) 238 227 227 219 219
Refrigerator Net capacity (litres) 248 213 213 192 192
Freezer Net capacity (litres) 94 94 94 94 94
Noise level (dB(A) re 1 pW) 39 39 39 39 39
Design feature
Design of vertical handle Integrated Integrated Integrated Integrated Integrated
Reversible door, hinged on right • • • • •
LED light • • • • •
Number of compressors 1 1 1 1 1
Number of cooling circuits 1 1 1 1 1
Number of temperature zones fridge – – – – –
Electronic temperature display fridge/freezer 1 x LED chain 1 x LED chain 1 x LED chain 1 x LED chain 1 x LED chain
Food freshness system
multiAirflow system – – – – –
superCool switch with automatic cut off – – – – –
Temperature controlled drawer? – – – – –
Humidity controlled drawer • • • • •
coolBox humidity controlled drawer – – – – –
crisperBox vegetable drawer – – – – –
Key features – Fridge section
Range of temperature (°C) 4-8 4-8 4-8 4-8 4-8
Bottle rack • • • • •
Number of safety glass shelves in fridge – – – – –
Number of adjustable shelves in fridge 2 2 2 2 2
Number of door bins 3 2 2 2 2
Number of egg racks 1 1 1 1 1
Temperature control and display digital LED digital LED digital LED digital LED digital LED
easyLift flexible shelf in door – – – – –
Number of shelves in door (including easyLift) 4 3 3 3 3
flexiShelf fold down shell for additional storage – – – – –
Number of shelves in fridge (excluding flexiShelf) 5 4 4 4 4
Capacity of water tank (litres) – – – – –
Water filter with indicator – – – – –
Included accessories 1 x egg tray 1 x egg tray 1 x egg tray 1 x egg tray 1 x egg tray

Key features – Freezer section
Frost build up in freezer Manual Manual Manual Manual Manual
Thaw water drainage system • • • • •
Storage period in event of power failure (hours) 23 23 23 23 23
superFreeze switch • • • • •
Number of freezer drawers 3 3 3 3 3
Included accessories 2 x cold accumulator

1 x ice cube tray
2 x cold accumulator
1 x ice cube tray

2 x cold accumulator
1 x ice cube tray

2 x cold accumulator
1 x ice cube tray

2 x cold accumulator
1 x ice cube tray

Functions
Warning signal/malfunction – – – – –
Door opened indicator freezer – – – – –
Holiday mode – – – – –
Dimensions and installation
Climate class SN-T SN-T SN-T SN-T SN-T
Connection Rating (watts) 125 125 125 125 125
Total unit net capacity (litres) 344 309 309 288 288
Refrigerator gross capacity (litres) 252 217 217 196 196
Freezer gross capacity (litres) 95 95 95 95 95
Height of the product (mm) 2010 1860 1860 1760 1760
Width of the product (mm) 600 600 600 600 600
Will fit into a 600mm niche – ideal for replacement • • • • •
Depth of the product (mm) 650 650 650 650 650
Depth with open door 90 degree (mm) 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200

Freestanding cooling specifications

• Yes, model has this feature. – Feature not available for this model.
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Siemens Home Appliances is part of BSH 
Home Appliances  - winner of the Domestic 
and General Total Excellence and Quality 
Award for 2015.

Customer service.
Knowledge and expertise, where 
you need it, when you need it.

Purchasing a Siemens appliance gives you access to our expert 
customer service team; for the lifetime of your appliance. With 
2-5 year manufacturer’s warranties on offer, multi-award 
winning products to choose from and assistance from an 
outstanding customer service department, you can be assured 
that the appliance you are buying will offer peace of mind.

Expert advice

Siemens Customer Service staff are full of 
knowledge and expertise, whether you have  
a simple question, want to order a spare or 
replacement part or require an engineer to 
visit your home. With engineers based locally 
across the country*, no one is better suited  
to help, and all Siemens repairs are analysed  
in advance so that we bring the correct 
replacement spare parts likely to be needed  
on the first visit**. 

This is all supported by our outstanding  
online services, available 24 hours a day. Visit 
siemens-home.co.uk for product information, 
downloadable brochures, videos, instruction 
manuals and FAQs.

Telephone: 
UK: 0344 892 8999 – Options 3 and 4 
IRL: (01) 450 2655

 *In certain areas we may use an approved service partner. **This process may vary where service partners are used by us.
   Calls to 0344 numbers are charged at the basic rate, please check with your telephone service provider for exact charges. 
*** Online booking not available in Ireland.

Original replacement spare parts

Order replacement parts online and access 
exploded diagrams to help you locate the 
correct part. As a manufacturer we only use 
original spare parts we keep a comprehensive 
range of parts available for up to ten years.

Telephone: 
UK: 0344 892 8999 – Option 2  
IRL: (01) 450 2655

siemens-home.co.uk/shop 
siemens-home.com/ie/shop

Accessories and cleaning products

Order accessories and cleaning products 
quickly and easily via our online shop. The 
Siemens shop has an extensive selection of 
accessories to help you make the most of your 
Siemens appliance. With our range of tested 
and approved cleaning and care products you 
can keep your appliance looking good and 
working to optimum performance.

Telephone: 
UK: 0344 892 8999 – Option 2 
IRL: (01) 450 2655

siemens-home.co.uk/shop 
siemens-home.com/ie/shop***

Siemens engineers ready to help

Need to arrange an engineer visit? No problem, 
simply call our Customer Service team to 
discuss the issue with your appliance and if 
needed we will arrange a home appointment 
with an engineer at your convenience. You can 
book an appointment online or by telephone 
and we repair both in and outside the 
manufacturer’s warranty period.

Telephone: 
UK: 0344 892 8999 – Option 1 
IRL: (01) 450 2655

siemens-home.co.uk 
siemens-home.com/ie
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Contact us.

You can reach us  
24 hours a day by phone 
0344 892 8999 or online 
at siemens-home.co.uk

Our advisors provide expert assistance

• Product information before and  
after purchase

• Tips on functions and operation 
• User related queries 
• Help with Siemens promotions

Telephone: 
UK: 0344 892 8999 – Options 3 and 4

For product support available 24 hours  
a day visit our website for:

• Product information
• Downloadable brochures
• Videos
• Instruction manuals
• FAQs

siemens-home.co.uk  
siemens-home.com/ie

Accessories and cleaning products

• Original accessories for  
Siemens appliances 

• Tested and approved cleaning  
and care products

Telephone: 
UK: 0344 892 8999 – Option 2 
IRL: (01) 450 2655

Order accessories and cleaning products 
quickly and easily via our online store

The Siemens shop has an extensive selection 
of accessories to help you make the most 
of your Siemens appliance. With our range 
of tested and approved cleaning and care 
products you can keep your appliance looking 
good and working to optimum performance.

siemens-home.co.uk/shop 
siemens-home.com/ie/shop

Replacement spare parts

• Original spare parts 
• Comprehensive range of parts  

kept available for up to 10 years 

Telephone: 
UK: 0344 892 8999 – Option 2  
IRL: (01) 450 2655

Order replacement parts online and access 
exploded diagrams to help you locate the 
correct part

As the manufacturer we only use original spare 
parts. Browse appliance diagrams to locate 
and purchase the parts you need.

siemens-home.co.uk/shop  
siemens-home.com/ie/shop

Arrange an engineer visit

• Call to discuss the issue with an appliance  
or check online for help 

• Engineer appointments at your convenience

Siemens appliances are built to the highest 
standards but if you do require an engineer 
to visit your home, we are here to help, both 
in and outside the manufacturer’s warranty 
period.

Our engineers are employed and trained  
by Siemens and are based locally around  
the country*. No one knows our appliances 
better, and all repairs are analysed in advance 
by a technical team so that the parts likely to 
be needed to complete the repair are sent to 
the engineer’s van the night before the visit**.

Telephone:  
UK: 0344 892 8999 – Option 1  
IRL: (01) 450 2655

Book an engineer visit online 

siemens-home.co.uk  
siemens-home.com/ie***

Register your manufacturer’s warranty

FREE 2 year warranty

Telephone: 
UK: 0800 519 2116  |  IRL: (01) 230 0344

 * In certain areas we may use an approved service partner.
 ** This process may vary where approved service partners are used by us.
 *** Online booking not available in Ireland. 

 †  iQdrive warranty covers the cost of a replacement motor only. All labour and call-out charges outside of the 5-year warranty are 
not covered. A full copy of our warranty terms and conditions is available on request, or can be viewed via the Siemens website.

  Calls to 0344 numbers are charged at the basic rate, please check with your telephone service provider for exact charges.

Or register online:  
siemens-home.co.uk  |  siemens-home.com/ie

FREE 5 year warranty (selected appliances only)

The extended warranty covers, at no extra 
cost; parts, labour and call out charges. 

To register telephone:  
UK: 0344 892 8999 – Option 5  
IRL: (01) 450 2655

Or register online:  
siemens-home.co.uk  |  siemens-home.com/ie

A full copy of our warranty terms and 
conditions is available on request, or can  
be viewed via the Siemens website.

FREE 10 year iQdrive Motor warranty

Covers the cost of a replacement motor † and 
is available on selected washing machines and 
washer dryers. Please keep a proof of purchase 
if you own an applicable appliance to register 
the iQdrive motor warranty.

FREE 10 year Anti-Rust Warranty  
for dishwashers 

Covers rusting throughout the inner cavity 
of all dishwashers from the inside out. This 
warranty can be registered during 2 year and  
5 year Siemens registration process.

Siemens recommends that you register all 
home appliances to ensure you can be  
easily contacted in the event of an important 
product update. For more information about 
registering appliances of all brands, please 
visit: www.registermyappliance.org.uk

Brochures

24-hour hotline or visit our website.

Call us on:  
UK: 0344 892 8999 – Option 3  
IRL: (01) 450 2655

Lines are open 24 hours a day. Our 
specialist advisors are available to help 
Monday to Friday 8am to 8pm, Saturday 
8am to 4pm and Sunday 9am to 3pm.

siemens-home.co.uk  
siemens-home.com/ie

Order your brochures or download  
PDF copies from our website.
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Greener products, cleaner planet.

*Source: BSH Bosch und Siemens hausgerate GMBH, Our Super Efficiency Portfolio.

World-class performance. 
Minimum environmental impact.

Investing in the future, Siemens is committed  
to protecting the Earth’s natural resources.

More than 80 percent* of the environmental 
impact occurring over a home appliance’s 
lifetime is attributable to the usage phase.  
This is why, over the last few decades, BSH 
developers have been focusing on designing 
appliances that consume less energy, water 
and detergent. Environmental protection and 
energy efficiency are core topics within our 
corporate strategy. 

What does this mean to you?

Our innovative energy-saving solutions from 
leading energy saving motors, to the brightest 
white, low-energy (LED) light can save you 
money and decrease your energy usage. 

Energy saving comes automatically

Supporting environmental initiatives,  
the EU energy efficiency label is carried on all 
appliances; class A+++ being the most energy 
efficient. Reinforcing our focus on reducing 
energy consumption of our appliances 
reducing our carbon footprint, and passing  
on this energy saving to you, the consumer.

World-class performance

The Siemens i-Dos washing machine 
eliminates overdosing, cuts longer wash cycles 
and reduces unnecessary extra rinsing. This 
saves up to 7,000 litres of water and 11 litres of 
detergent per year, whilst cutting down the 
average cycle time by 14 minutes, amounts  
to a saving of two full days per year in the 
machine’s running time. 

All Siemens washing machines automatically 
adapt the wash time and energy consumption 
to the amount of laundry in the machine. 
Decreasing a washing machine’s cycle time  
by up to 65%. speedPerfect is ideal for getting 
through laundry quickly, whereas ecoPerfect 
reduces the machines energy output by up  
to 50% by lengthening the time of a cycle.  
All of our core range of models carry the most 
efficient A+++ energy rating. 

All Siemens fridge-freezers have a minimum 
A+ rating for energy efficiency. All 
freestanding A++ and A+++ cooling appliance’s 

are now supplied with a green power  
cable and the freezers come with two  
green ice packs to help identify them as  
being super efficient.

Much is the same for dishwashers with all  
of the Siemens range rated at least A+ for 
energy efficiency. Siemens dishwashers with 
Zeolith® set the standard for A+++ energy 
efficiency, Zeolith® science combined with  
our smart energy-saving hydroDry technology, 
help to make our innovative dishwashers  
super efficient.

In buying a Siemens product you can expect 
outstanding world-class performance, as well 
as a clear conscience.
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Siemens  
online.

Find out about our latest promotions and news, plus a chance 
to discover our full range of intelligent appliances in even 
more detail.

Like and follow Siemens Home UK on Facebook, Twitter and 
Pinterest for the latest updates about our products, features 
and innovations. Not to mention competitions, preview 
videos, exclusive content and a chance for you to speak with 
Siemens Home Appliances.

To keep up to date with all 
of Siemens activities please 
visit siemens-home.co.uk

@SiemensHomeUK/SiemensHomeUK

/SiemensHomeUK





Siemens, a division of  
BSH Home Appliances Ltd,
Grand Union House,
Old Wolverton Road,  
Wolverton,
Milton Keynes,  
MK12 5PT
Tel: 0344 892 9040
Fax: 01908 328499

siemens-home.co.uk

BSH Home Appliances Ltd,
M50 Business Park,
Ballymount,
Dublin 12
Tel: 1890 626041
(Northern Ireland 00353 1 8930201)
Fax: 1890 626042
(Northern Ireland 00353 1 8930209)

siemens-home.com/ie

BSH Group is a Trademark Licensee  
of Siemens AG

Disclaimer

This brochure is current as from the publication date and supersedes all previous brochures for these products. 
Whilst BSH Home Appliances Ltd believes that all information contained within this brochure is correct at the 
time of going to print, no representation or warranty, express or implied, is or will be made and no responsibility 
or liability is or will be accepted by BSH Home Appliances Ltd in relation to the accuracy or completeness of this 
information and any liability is expressly disclaimed. To the extent permitted by law, BSH Home Appliances Ltd 
expressly excludes: i) all conditions, warranties and other terms which might otherwise be implied by statute, 
common law or the law of equity and ii) any liability for any direct, indirect or consequential loss or damage 
(including, without limitation, damages for loss of business or loss of profits) arising in contract, tort or otherwise 
from the use of or reliance on any information contained within this brochure or from any action or decision 
taken as a result of such use or reliance. BSH Home Appliances Ltd reserves the right to modify technical data 
and all other information contained within this brochure without notice. All rights reserved. No part of this 
publication may be reproduced in any form or without the prior written permission of BSH Home Appliances Ltd.

This brochure should not be regarded as an infallible guide nor as an offer of sale for a particular product.
Due to variables in the reproduction process, colours of actual products may vary slightly from those depicted. 
We recommend a visit to a Siemens dealer to confirm that specifications and colours are to your satisfaction.

Valid from April 2016


